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Please read –– 
 
Honing Our Edge And Taking Our Chances 
 
Ever since Dreamstreets began in 1977, we’ve striven to be both innovative and 
provocative, even while carrying on the traditions of local poetry that had been 
left to us from previous generations and remembering, or perhaps better put, 
reviving our literature from past authors. We have forged ahead since 1977, 
having been driven through the prism of the counter-culture generation of the 
1960s, the GenX, GenY, and now that generation called the Millennials. The years 
should have dulled our edge, but we feel the need to keep honing it, and in this 
56th issue of Dreamstreets we’ve done just that, as we had when we began, by 
taking our chances. This issue of Dreamstreets is no exception. 
 Those who bring you Dreamstreets are represented here. Franetta 
McMillian, who has provided this issue’s cover, again dazzles us with an insight 
on the human side of artificial intelligence. Phillip Bannowsky takes poetry off 
the page and demonstrates an aspect of its social application. Douglas Morea, 
whose poetry has always been provocative, not necessarily to provoke an 
emotional response, or provoke action, but in his own unique, patented way, to 
provoke us into seeing. What we’ve allowed to become fixed in our 
consciousness, makes us uncomfortable in different ways, and needs to get 
shaken loose from our own limitations for meaning. Douglas has done this with 
prose fiction, this time with that leap for some enlightenment. 
 We continue to hone our edges with an example of blasphemy at one 
edge, to a gritty expression of a social malaise we may have grown too 
accustomed. In the first case with a piece of fiction from Lila Green, and in the 
second from mOtHeRtUcKeR, whose real name is Michael Tucker. There’s been 
a lot of tragedy in Tucker’s life, the most devastating being the death of his son, 
Christopher Tucker, while in custody of the Philadelphia Police Department. 
Christopher had been a talented poet and songwriter who had formed a band in 
Newark called “The Verge” in the late 1980s. A single compact disc of Chris’ 
music has been issued. We’re pleased to publish one of Christopher Tucker’s 
poems here. 
 Extended samplings of poetry are in the current issue from previous 
contributors including Bob Bohm with a reminiscing narrative, Jeffrey Little, 
who’s in a jazzy mood, Auset Marian Lewis, with the wraiths of history still 
haunting today’s world. We also have poetry from my old friend Jonathan 
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Bragdon, whose poetry and art is becoming a regular feature in our pages. We 
kick off our presentation of poetry with both a jazz and “jive” connection from 
one of our founders, Lew Bennett.  
 Nancy Carol Willis continues the series for our championing the art of 
nearly forgotten, yet major, Delaware artist William D. White. This time added to 
the exposition, which touches upon White’s social realist contribution and the 
local art scene of the late 1930s, is a little about one of his friends from the period 
who happened to be my father. Both met and became friends as members of the 
local Works Progress Administration (WPA), and remained friends until White 
died in 1971. Included is some writing by my father during the period, 
accompanied by some photos, and the story of his meeting my mother, and my 
own coming into being during a devastating war that led to a kind of paradigm 
shift in our culture.  
 Speaking of art, incidental art in this issue comes from e. jean lanyon and 
Jonathan Bragdon. 
 Going full circle, we go back to the beginning of this issue of Dreamstreets 
on a lighter note; something in the spirit of the season from local poet and author 
Dallas Kirk Gantt.  

–– Steven Leech 
 

 
SANTA CLAUS DRIVES THE BUS 

Dallas Kirk Gantt 
 
Santa Claus has been morphing into this unique being for a long time. He 
certainly has come a long way from; "T'was The Night Before Christmas," I 
thought, as I unfolded the red and white costume from my gym bag. My bus was 
running, my signs were set, and the heat was on. It was predawn, as usual, as I 
slipped the Santa suit on over my uniform. I tied on the beard and hair, popped 
on the gloves and glasses, and topped it off with my Santa hat, encircled with 
pins, badges and buttons that I had collected over the years. I became that 
mythical figure ... part holy man, part super-hero, part fairy-tale, but still 
exemplifying all that can be good in a person. 
 What is required, as in all fairy tales and mythologies, is a suspension of 
disbelief combined with a symbolical interpretation of what's really going on. 
Servicing the whole world with presents, all in one rolling, time-zone spanning 
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night? That would even out do my old Buddy "The Flash" ... the scarlet speedster 
from the Silver Age of comic books! You just have to BELIEVE, sit back, and 
enjoy the ride. Santa can do anything! Job description/dream fulfillment, and all 
that stuff . . . Santa's a distillation of the redeeming spirit of humanity, in spite of 
those that would shoot him, mug him, sue him, imprison him for breaking and 
entering, or sleigh-jack him. "You gotta choose which side you're on . . . " . . . my 
teacher and preacher says. 
 Year after year I enjoyed masquerading as "the Man". DART had several 
suits that a few of us would wear as we drove around town, spreading 
transportational cheer in our own little ways. I enjoyed it so much, that I bought 
my first suit to play the part for my young son at his day care center called; the 
Country School House. I danced with him and the other delighted children, and 
handed out small trinkets and candy canes. I continued on to work (among many 
waves, smiles, and horn-honks) and drove the bus on into Christmas Eve. 
 When my daughter was old enough, I became Santa for her, but as I bid 
farewell, and tried to slip out the garage, she followed me. She caught me half in 
and half out of the ol' Santa suit! The magic twirled through endless encounters. I 
made Santa Claus appearances at friends' homes, parties, nursing homes, 
children's Christmas shows, and once rode my unicycle as Santa through 
Newark, down Main Street, just for the pure love of Christmas! 
 There's a huge fantastic freedom when you step out of your personality, 
and into another benevolent one. You can do inspired, courageous things for 
others, things both large and small. 
 I terrified my grandsons this year. Santa can be a pretty strange person to 
suddenly HOHOHO and appear at the door and come lumbering over to a one 
and two-year old, seeming to know them. I'll make it up to them next year. 
They'll be ready for the weird ol' geezer by then! 
 I hope the joy of the role will continue to drive me. Our world needs more 
fun and goodness to materialize in the middle of it all, sometimes, for no other 
reason, than to just make people smile. Love and peace, joy and friendship, as 
always. "God bless us, everyone!" as tiny Tim would say! 
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Lew Bennett 
A note on Mezz Mezzrow AKA Milton Mesirow (b.1899 – d. 1972).  Mezz was an 
American jazz musician, who lived his last twenty years in Paris.  While he recorded 
under his own name on Blue Note, RCA and various French labels, he was best known 
in Harlem as a smoker and seller of marijuana.  He was also an opium smoker during 
the 1930’s. 

 

From the Past 
I go back to the days of Harlem Deuces and Treys 

Horse caps – triple A’s  

that’s before my time 

but I’ve heard people say 

one cap keep three guys  

high all day 

for a dollar 

same dollar as a bottle of wine 

cheap wine 

and before that 

I really don’t know 

better go check  Mezz Mezzrow 
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Bob Bohm 
 
Time frame  
 
"Every day another batch 
travels there," the switchman thought. He wondered 
what it would be like  
just once  
to throw a kiss to the folks staring from the train windows 
as the cars rattled by. 
He thought this often. But never did it. 
 
The late autumn's cold wind blew 
through him. Neither his silence 
nor the black coffee in his tin cup 
grounded him enough to stop his mind 
from wandering.  
 
A normal man in love with his normality, he tried 
to focus on his job. But the trees 
distracted him. Their leafless  
branches' odd geometry. The way 
their stark limbs scraped diagrams 
of escape routes in the sky.  
 
Eventually, the day's last trainload disappeared on tracks  
laid straight as a sentence  
with rigid syntax, 
A to Z, no variations. 
 
In his head, though, digressions 
visited, then fled. Months ago 
on another continent, a riot  
started in a park, then spread  
to a city street with a movie theater on it. Soon 
federal troops patrolled the location. But not 
in time to stop 
local cops from shooting blacks  
instead of protecting them from white marauders. 
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Since foreign things made no sense, the switchman  
switched them off. His shift  
about to end, he daydreamed  
of potato dumplings soaked in gravy.   
A few snowflakes floated lazily in the air.  
 
Looking down the tracks, he gazed at the trees  
beyond the Auschwitz gate, hating 
his job but afraid 
if he quit he'd earn less elsewhere. 
 
I was born in Queens that year. 
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Remembering  
 
The bridge, arcing from one here to another, disappears  
into an industrial bog spreading everywhere.  
 
I describe the scene to Frankie, another patient in the hospital. We 
chat 
in the ward rec room until his meds kick in  
and his eyes become gulleys in a distance 
where the roadkill means nothing anymore.  
 
Maybe tonight I’ll wear  
high-heels and do the samba  
with Mr. America in a doctor's office that's disguised  
as a cruise ship’s ballroom off the Puerto Rican coast.  
"Please," I beg some of my companions, showing them  
my acting chops,  
"don’t loathe what’s real about me: 
my nose hairs and receding gums 
and Christ’s blood dripping from my ass."  
Nobody pays attention and soon, tranquilized  
for my own good, I’m someplace  
else, high up, the seagull’s brother on  
the bridge again.  
 
God, the wind’s cold here, and blowing hard. At  
the highest point, the walkway sways so much 
I look up at the sky and by mistake see the river. 
I shut my eyes, afraid  
to move forward and terrified  
of turning back. Yes 
I remember everything up there, how 
when Fontana the cop punched me in the gut 
I spent the night in jail, then a stint in South Oaks, the asylum.  
So, here I am again on the bridge, reiterating  
in my head the steps in my own 
stations of the cross. Again I hear 
the bridge cables creak in the wind, the only music.  
Down below, much further to the east, is where  
the duck farmer’s son 
gives a woman a double mastectomy with a chisel. 
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Next he splits open my skull: 
the sound of metal ringing inside bone 
is the noise that leads me home, back 
to the bridge again, up, up, up . . .  
 
Yes, I know it's very high here, but don't 
judge me, I’m not  
a nutty dreamer, I don’t want to fly, promise.  
So let me stay, please. I won’t  
take up too much space, inhale too much air.  
I’ll sit very quietly on the walkway, lullabied by how 
far below  
river foam evaporates from bridge pilings. 
Even if I hear, inside that silence, a doctor’s footsteps 
as he saunters down the South Oaks hallway  
then disappears who knows where, maybe to Nicaragua to attend 
a dying CIA guy who, having lived once  
in Albania, has fond memories  
of the Ionian Sea — 
even if I hear such things, I won't listen!  
 
Believe in me. When the time comes, I'll do 
as told, I’ll sit in a bare room staring out the window and won't 
disobey 
when the nurse yells, "No, you can’t drink my breast milk!" 
Whatever I’m ordered to do I'll do  
and if for any reason I fail to keep my word 
I’ll slice my face with a razor until I'm whole again.  
I believe in God, 
you're his emissaries, 
speak to me of truth. 
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Beyond transgression  
 
It comes from no place, this enigma like a lizard,  
body meant to hide from sunlight, each scale  
a prehistoric thought. Hidden in the limestone’s shadow,  
it’s a mass of cold-tongued silence, within which,  
like secrecy itself, another mass, of nerves  
and blood vessels, throbs. When daylight ends  
and the desert night begins and stars grow huger  
than the spaces they inhabit, the enigma waits  
for its moment. It’s then you awaken, sensing  
the lizard’s movement, a primal hunger  
in search of everything you have, its tail 
the length between unreal and real. You think  
you love your children, do you? Well, you don’t. Without  
a thought, you give them up for this: the lizard’s  
wild thrashing in places too small for even the centipede  
to enter, night oozing into you from under scales  
a cave man once drew on stone as a talisman he hoped would repel  
the memory of blood and dirt at the border between  
where his outstretched arms ended and the stag’s antlers began.  
The desert, hot and cold and everything in between, is  
the mind in the midst of so much going on. When you  
shudder now, the shuddering doesn’t stop for days.  
Neither do I, always stomping forward.  
The lizard is my Baptist. I come next.  
If you thought sin was bad, watch this. 
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1949. Boy in bed 
 
Mouth open, the old tailor 
with large nostrils sleeps on the second floor  
of another house beyond the hedge  
while here the boy, awake now 
in the middle of the night, remembers 
how the fat beetle throbbed on a rose petal 
in a dream he didn't want to have. 
Eyes still closed, he visualizes 
the outer world, one yard after another and then 
the billboard behind which in a gully 
a ripped-open shirt shows  
the trembling slope of the drunk’s hairy belly  
and then 
a block up the street 
the church's stone steps descend toward the garbage can  
in the adjacent lot where the honeysuckle, entwined 
with a barbed wire fence, reeks. 
Rolling over in bed, the boy pushes  
away hot sheets 
while at his skin’s fringes  
the wind rubs tree leaves, smearing 
night over them, until the darkness, knowing  
the feel of crevices too narrow 
for even a mother’s hair strand to explore,  
oozes forward in quiet waves, a languid ocean splashing 
against the shore, not a real shore, but that beach 
where out there ends and he begins 
while the ugly sand crab fidgets in its teeny hole 
inside his penis. Is that 
a breeze or someone weeping? he wonders 
as he realizes that nothing  
he possesses or ever will possess, no thing  
or feeling or devotion 
to any being, will protect him 
from this hunger, which wants  
the night to lap softly over him, then seep  
into him through his body openings, or are they  
tunnels in the earth through which the mole crawls 
with nothing in its mouth, except the stars which shine so brightly 
above the trees?  
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Holy Sunfire Road Goodbye  
(at 23, my age of discovery) 
 
There is no Arizona. Not one  
with a yellow cactus flower that can be seen  
from the little house  
at the desert’s edge. Let’s drive  
 
to Los Lunas I might say while glancing  
at that yellow flower  
if I lived there  
which I don’t. There’s no Arizona in which  
 
we can get married like we planned. There’s only  
a fake one with a motel where a man  
who might have been our wedding priest is found,  
throat slit, sitting on a toilet, head  
 
thrown back. The cops gag: he’s been dead   
a week. In the afternoon heat, flies  
whine, pieces of the desert’s mind  
detached from the real. This  
 
is where, drinking tequila, I send a telegram to whatever 
comes to us inside the vulture’s beak. The sun’s brutality  
means nothing to the rocks. A lizard’s eyeball  
looks around. Amnesia has no chance here. Everything  
 
that ends is immortal. Its sacredness 
burns its sign, an intertwined alpha and omega,  
on our tongues, reducing our vocabulary 
to a single syllable: scorched flesh's smell. 
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FIREFLIES IN SPACE 
FRANETTA MCMILLIAN 

 
Michael John Quince, Jr. had never thought about hiring an assassin. He'd 

accomplished a lot during his relatively brief 41 years on planet Earth -- graduated 
college at the tender age of 14, coded software that made him and his exclusive 
clients billions, won a few sailing races, swayed several elections -- but so far, he'd 
never had murder on his mind -- although several Internet conspiracy theorists 
suggested that he had. 

But this past year and a half had been different, a time of firsts. He'd had an 
affair with his daughter's mathematics tutor, fooled around, and fallen in love. It was 
the love thing that got him. He'd never done that before. He'd never let another 
human being make him hopelessly stupid with desire. No one had ever made his 
soul ache for them. 

He had an easy partnership with his wife. Sophie took care of the domestic side 
of things: planned the social calendar, supervised the children. He and Sophie 
planned date nights regularly, and even made an effort to keep their sex life exciting. 
Michael felt no compulsion to keep a mistress -- that is, until Katrina Marshenko 
came along. 

And even the mistress thing wouldn't have been so bad if Katrina Marshenko 
hadn't been a spy and threatened to dismantle the very core of his business. That's 
why she had to go. She'd confessed and resigned before he could fire her. But it 
wasn't enough to simply have her gone from his life. She'd stolen things from him, 
read secrets in his sweat. She had to be eliminated. 

 
Sophie was the one who'd found Katrina. Their youngest daughter Taylor was 

struggling in math and Katrina had worked wonders with several children at 
Taylor's school. "She's willing to come over a few hours a week," Sophie said. "Her 
rates aren't cheap, but they're reasonable when you take into account her results." 

Michael considered it. He liked to keep outsiders at the estate to a minimum, but 
he didn't have the time or patience to help his daughter. For him, mathematics was 
like breathing. Algorithms came to him in dreams. The gods whispered in code. He 
couldn't imagine why it wasn't like that for everyone. If this Katrina could help 
Taylor, why not give her a try? "Fine," Michael finally said, "but I'd like to sit in on 
the interview." 

Sophie shrugged. "Okay. That's fair." 
 
Sophie brought Katrina Marshenko to the house a week later. Michael's first 

impression of her was that she was a very beautiful woman doing her damndest to 
look plain. She was tall and willowy with warm brown hair and light brown eyes. 
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The hair was tied back in a ponytail that reached the small of her back. She wore no 
make-up, not that she really needed to. Her facial structure had been programmed to 
perfection: high cheekbones, pert nose, full lips. She smiled just enough to be 
friendly, but not so much as to be labeled flirtatious. 

She wore a powder blue mandarin collar jacket, black pants, and sensible black 
flat shoes. Her handshake was just firm enough. Michael immediately liked her; she 
seemed no-nonsense and serious. 

Katrina had forwarded her resume a couple days before and Michael skimmed it 
while she sat like an elegant statue on the love seat with Sophie. The room was quiet 
enough to hear everyone breathing. Michael noticed Katrina's breathing had aligned 
with his. 

He cleared his throat. "It says here you were a distinguished professor of 
mathematics in your native Ukraine." 

Katrina nodded. "That is so," she said in softly accented English. 
"You've published several papers, won a few prizes..." 
This time she didn't speak; she only nodded. 
"How did you wind up working with children?" Michael asked. 
"Because that was how I could make a living when I came to your country," 

Katrina replied, sounding bored. She obviously got asked that question a lot and it 
annoyed her. She glanced at Sophie, then back at him. "Do you think that working 
with children is a step down, Mr. Quince?" 

Her forwardness caught him off guard. "Uh. No." 
"Good," she said smiling, looking visibly relieved. Then she continued: "Mr. 

Quince, it's very easy to work with grad students who eat, live and breathe 
mathematics. I imagine you were one of those once. It's like being among family. But 
to introduce a child to the wonder of that rarefied world...There is no higher calling." 

Michael cast his eyes downward. It was a gentle rebuke, but a rebuke all the 
same. And it showed Katrina wasn't the least bit intimidated by him. He liked that. 

The rest of the interview went more smoothly. Katrina outlined her learning plan 
for Taylor; she met Taylor; they hit it off. 

Michael was all set to offer her the job on the spot, but he had one final test. He 
scribbled a formula on a sheet of his personal letterhead and handed it to Sophie who 
rolled her eyes and then passed it on to Katrina. "Find the errors," he said. 

Katrina retrieved a pair of reading glasses from her purse and studied the 
formula. She smiled slowly, then started laughing.  

Naturally Michael was annoyed. "What's so funny?" 
"Mr. Quince, how old is Taylor again?" 
He didn't see why her question was relevant. "Almost seven. Why?" 
"I doubt I can get her to this level in the time you propose to allot me." 
"That's not the point," Michael shot back. "Do you recognize the equation? Can 

you find the errors?" 
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Now, Katrina grew visibly cross. "Of course I recognize this equation. It's the one 
you used to make your first millions." She took a ballpoint pen out of her purse and 
tore off the cap with her teeth. "And I will mark all the errors," she said as she 
frantically wrote corrections, "including one you may not have noticed." She rose and 
tossed the paper on his desk. "Had you considered this variable," she said, "you 
might have made tens of millions more." 

Michael was almost afraid to touch his own letterhead, fearing it might explode. 
Katrina stood over him, her perfect face flush with fire. He examined her corrections 
and of course, they were all right, including the one he hadn't expected. 

So, he heard a voice -- her voice -- say in his head, is our pissing contest over? 
He looked up. Katrina was still glaring at him, but her lips hadn't moved. He 

stole a glance at Sophie. She was staring at her lap, seeming more embarrassed than 
anything else. Had she heard Katrina's question? 

That's when he thought he heard Katrina's voice again. So, Mr. Quince, what do 
you say? That we're both the same brilliant and we can call it a day? 

This time he was absolutely sure her lips weren't moving because he was staring 
right at her. Thankfully, she didn't seem to be that angry anymore; she was smiling 
now, toying with him. 

"You win, Ms. Marshenko," he said quietly. Then, even more quietly: "I'm sorry." 
"Thank you, Mr. Quince," she said aloud. Katrina offered her hand, an olive 

branch. Michael took it. This time her handshake was firmer and lasted longer. 
Michael got a queer feeling like he was staring down a hallway of mirrors, looking at 
endless reflections of himself. He also noticed an unusual ring on Katrina's third 
finger: a sterling silver octopus tentacle that wound up to her knuckle. It was the 
only piece of jewelry she wore besides two modest gold studs in each earlobe. 

She noticed him noticing. "I've had that ring since high school," she informed 
him. "I had wanted to be a marine biologist." 

"Oh," he said with a nervous chuckle. Then he offered her the job. "Of course," he 
added, "you will have to stop by again to sign paperwork. Tax forms, non-disclosure 
agreement, that sort of thing." 

Katrina nodded. Though they weren't officially shaking hands anymore, their 
hands were still touching. Michael knew he should step back, break away, but some 
unseen force prevented him from doing so, almost as if Katrina possessed some sort 
of magic. 

"I understand, Mr. Quince," she said and went back to the love seat with Sophie. 
To his utter surprise, Michael realized he had momentarily forgotten his wife 

was in the room. "Sophie," he said, as an afterthought, "I think Ms. Marshenko would 
do our Taylor a world of good. Don't you agree?" 

Sophie was miffed. "I thought you'd just hired her." 
"You were the one who found her. You have the final decision." 
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She grunted. "That's good to know. I'm just glad you didn't scare her away with 
your shenanigans." She turned to Katrina and smiled warmly. "Ms. Marshenko," she 
said, "welcome to the family." 

 
* * * 

And so, after the papers were signed, one of the family drivers brought Katrina 
Marshenko to the estate three times a week to spend a couple of hours tutoring 
Michael's daughter. Usually when he was home, Michael stayed in his office, 
monitoring world financial activity on the six screens mounted on his wall, barely 
saying a word to anyone. But when Katrina was around, he always made a point of 
ambling past the library where she worked with Taylor. 

He'd linger at the doorway just long enough to seem like a concerned parent, but 
not so long that it seemed like he was stalking Katrina. He didn't know why he was 
so obsessed with her. Perhaps because she was like a code he needed to crack, an 
incomplete equation he needed to finish and solve. Truthfully, most people were 
ciphers to him. They were alien beings full of blood, goo, and other messy things he 
didn't understand. And when he did make an extra effort to understand them, most 
of them weren't that interesting. But Katrina? He felt if he could crack her code, he 
might unlock the secrets of the universe. 

There were other things that peaked his interest, too, more mundane things. 
There was the sound of her voice, the way she seemed to listen with her whole body 
when Taylor spoke, like Taylor was the only girl in the world. He loved how 
patience she was with her, something he had never been. He loved the way she 
walked, and the way her long, thin fingers fluttered like birds whenever she spoke 
with any passion. 

But mostly he loved that when she looked at him, she actually saw him, and 
more than that, she saw through him. He spent so much of his time, even in private, 
being the Michael John Quince, Jr., former math prodigy turned billionaire financier, 
tenth richest man in the world. But that was just an image, a brand, a sham. If he 
could just make love to Katrina Marshenko, if he could allow himself to give in to her 
queer magic completely, if he could wander past that hall of mirrors until he was face 
to face with his own beating heart, he was certain he could finally become fully 
human. 

 
It took him over a month to finagle some time alone with her. It was mid-June. 

School had finished for the year and Katrina had just concluded her last session with 
Taylor until mid-July. Sophie was off on a girls' weekend at the beach with her 
college friends and the nanny would be helping Taylor and her older sister, Martine, 
to get ready for summer camp. No one would miss him for the evening. 
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Michael told Katrina's usual driver he would be taking her home instead. The 
driver didn't question him; he only shrugged, thankful for the shorter shift. 

Michael met Katrina in the foyer. She seemed surprised to see him. "To what do I 
owe this honor?" she asked, smiling. 

"I'd like to take you home," he said. He was surprised at how nervous he was. It 
was like high school all over again. He had friends who thought nothing of having 
affairs with the help. But this was the first time in 15 years of marriage he'd ever 
considered it. 

"Why?" asked Katrina.  
"End of school year," Michael replied. "I figured we'd have an informal parent-

teacher conference along the way." 
"I gave Mrs. Quince a full report," Katrina said. She flashed him a devilish smile. 

"Didn't you read it?" She knew exactly what he was up to. 
Michael took the handkerchief out of his pocket and waved it in mock surrender 

even though it was ecru and not bright white. "Okay, Ms. Marshenko, you got me. 
I'm just looking for an excuse to get out of the house." 

That's when he heard her voice in his head. She was doing that mental 
ventriloquism thing again. Sure you were. She briefly touched his arm and they 
walked outside.  

He'd had the driver bring out the silver Mercedes sedan. He figured the lemon 
Porsche would send the wrong message. He didn't want Katrina to think he was just 
another tycoon going through a mid-life crisis. He held open the passenger side door 
for her; she gracefully slipped inside. 

"Would you like dinner?" he asked, as they cruised down the winding driveway 
towards the entrance gate. 

"No, but thank you," Katrina replied. "I'm a bit tired this evening." 
The guard waved the car through the gate. They fell silent for several minutes. 

Michael could literally feel Katrina looking at him, like her gaze was a physical thing. 
He kept his eyes glued to the road. He wondered if he'd lose his nerve before they 
reached the city. 

"So how is Taylor doing?" he finally asked. 
"Would you like an honest assessment?" Katrina asked back. 
"Sure," said Michael, somewhat annoyed. "That's what I'm paying you for." 
"She's improved greatly, but she will never be you." 
"What's that supposed to mean?" 
"You can't make her a prodigy." 
"Do you think that's what I'm trying to do?" 
"Maybe not consciously. But that's what Mrs. Quince thinks and it's certainly 

what Taylor feels. That's why she works so diligently. And that's why she gets so 
frustrated." 

"You think I pressure her too much?" 
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"Sometimes I see you watching us in the library." 
"You think I'm spying on her?" 
Katrina laughed deep in her throat. "I think you're spying on the both of us." 
Michael smiled. "Maybe that's true..." 
Silence. Michael missed the turn for the highway entrance ramp. He hadn't done 

it consciously, but after he realized it, he figured what the hell. It was a pleasant 
summer evening. Why not take the back roads and prolong the conversation? 

"You missed your turn," Katrina observed. 
"I know," Michael said. 
I know you know. 
Damn! Her voice was in his head again. "How in the hell do you do that?" he 

demanded. 
"Do what?" Katrina shot back. 
"Put your voice in my head." 
"That's a very personal question." 
"Well, the inside of my head is very personal space." 
Katrina placed a hand on his knee. Although he was thrilled, the gesture startled 

him. It took a monumental effort not to run off the road. "Tell you what," she said. 
"You get to ask a personal question if I get to ask one in return." 

Michael shrugged. Although it made him slightly apprehensive, her request was 
fair. Besides, even if she asked something embarrassing, who could she tell? She was 
legally bound to keep her mouth shut. "Okay, fair enough." 

"I have the Sight," she said. 
He nodded. The term was familiar to him. During one of his frequent bouts of 

insomnia he'd watched a YouTube video about it. People with the Sight had the 
ability to read hidden thoughts and emotions by touch; the stronger ones could send 
thoughts, too. Is that why her hand was on his knee?  

"That's like ESP, right?" 
"I suppose you could call it that, although that term's a little too airy fairy for me. 

I just like to think of it as having a few extra data points to work with. You 
understand data, don't you Michael?" 

That final dig was a reference to Quince Analytics, which had begun as Michael's 
side hustle, but now accounted for more than half of his net worth. We make the 
numbers speak, was the company's motto. It converted big data into "actionable plans 
for growth". It was how websites tailored their advertising to a particular user, how 
speechwriters determined exactly which words would move a crowd. "Yes," he 
groaned, "I understand data..." 

"Okay," said Katrina a bit too cheerfully, "now it's my turn."  
"Okay," sighed Michael. 
"Why did you hand me your formula to correct when you already knew I was 

more than qualified to tutor your daughter?" 
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Huh. Believe it or not, Michael had to think about that one. Katrina's initial 
interview seemed like ancient history. It was like she had always been there, like he 
had always wanted her. Katrina tightened her grip on his knee. If he even thought of 
lying, she would know. 

"I found you attractive," he finally replied. "I wanted to see if you were as smart 
as me." 

"Huh," Katrina said. "That's interesting." Fortunately, she sounded more amused 
than offended. 

"May I have another question?" Michael asked. 
"Sure." 
"That final tweak of my formula. Did you think of it on the spot?" 
"No," Katrina confessed, "I thought of it in grad school. For a while I considered 

quantitative finance as a specialty. It's one of the few ways you can get rich with 
math; I mean, it's either that or the military." 

"So you see nothing wrong with getting rich?" 
"That's not what I said." 
They were silent for the rest of the trip. The two-lane road became four. The trees 

grew sparse; traffic steadily increased. Soon they reached the modest four-storey red 
brick apartment building where Katrina lived. Michael pulled the Mercedes into the 
small parking lot behind it. Some children were playing kickball in the empty 
parking spaces. They cleared away when they saw his car. They stared at him a bit, 
but Michael figured that was just because he was a stranger. 

"I guess this is the end of the line," Michael said sadly, as he pulled into a space. 
He had planned on kissing Katrina, despite that snide comment about rich people, 
because those lips just needed to be kissed, but he couldn't do it with those children 
about. 

Katrina took the reigns. "Would you like to come up for tea?" she asked. But her 
voice didn't have that come hither vibe at all. Perhaps she was just being polite? 

Still, he hesitated. 
Don't worry, she assured him. No one will recognize you. You haven't allowed your 

photograph to be published in almost seven years. "Besides," she continued aloud, "no one 
here gives a damn about Michael Quince. You'll just be the guy with the fancy car, if 
they remember you at all." 

That wasn't quite the encouragement he wanted, but it was enough. He let 
Katrina out of the car and they climbed the three flights of stairs to her place. 

 
Katrina's apartment was small, tidy, and for the most part, unassuming. The 

furniture was the kind that came in a box and you had to assemble yourself. It was 
chosen for its usefulness rather than beauty. Three walls of the living/ dining room 
were lined with books. Michael had expected that. What he didn't expect was the 
range of topics. There were several books on mathematics, which wasn't surprising, 
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some books on biology, plenty on music, and a fair amount of fiction. Michael didn't 
read fiction. He found it a waste of time. 

Katrina showed him to a chair at a small dining table and she went to the 
kitchenette to prepare his tea. Michael watched her undo her ponytail and let her 
hair fall loose. It was longer than he'd estimated, past her butt. He couldn't help but 
imagine his fingers running through it. 

Katrina sang softly to herself as she worked in the kitchen. She had a pleasant 
voice, so maybe that explained the books on music. Maybe she had wanted to be a 
singer at some point in her life. 

The water had just begun to boil when Michael noticed the altar tucked in the 
corner of the room. It had been constructed from those fancy bricks you find at 
gardening shops and stood about two and a half feet high. The base was hexagonal, 
with walls constructed of alternating stacked red and gray bricks. A heavy gold 
chain with a small crucifix was draped over it. There were also two figurines about 
six inches high: one of the Virgin Mary; the other of Joan of Arc. He saw several 
candles, all of which had been burned recently. Funny. He had never imagined 
Katrina to be religious. 

She arrived with the tea, strong and black, just the way he liked it. As Katrina sat 
down across from him, Michael asked: "Who has the next question?" 

Katrina took a sip of tea and smiled. "I believe you do, Mr. Quince." 
"Here you may call me Michael." 
She smiled again. "I believe you do . . . Michael." 
"What religion are you?" 
"Catholic, specifically, New Catholic." 
New Catholic. Michael tried to remember what that meant. He was well aware 

the Catholic Church had split a few years ago, but since he didn't have a dog in that 
fight, he'd never taken the time to delve into the reasons why. He longed to ask a 
follow-up question, but according to the rules of their game, the next question was 
Katrina's. 

You can ask me why the Church split, Katrina thought to him. "Especially since the 
split has nothing to do with me personally." 

"So why did the church split?" asked Michael. 
"We disagreed over the location of God's kingdom." 
Michael chuckled. Now she was just screwing with him. 
"I'm not screwing with you. The fundamental question is this: as Christians do 

we bring God's kingdom to Earth, to the here and now, or do we collect souls for 
paradise in the hereafter? I believe we improve life here on earth. You seem to 
believe the opposite." 

"How are you so sure what I believe?" Michael demanded. "Have you been 
watching those YouTube videos about how a cabal of the 1% is plotting the New 
World Order? I hear my name comes up a lot." 
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"I can read about where your money goes," Katrina replied, surprisingly calmly. 
"Propping up that vile Senator Parker, for instance." Then: "Michael, I don't think you 
came up here to argue with me, did you?" 

Her sudden change of topic and tone caught him off guard and short-circuited 
whatever indignation he might have felt. "No, I guess not." 

"Well, then. Let's finish our tea and do what we came here to do." 
So that's what they did. They finished their tea and then Katrina led him to her 

bedroom where she wasted no time getting down to business.  
She shed her clothes quickly and unceremoniously, almost like she was bored 

with them. But Michael was definitely not bored with what he saw. Katrina revealed 
a body as lean and supple as a tigress. It's a rare thing when reality trumps a well 
oiled fantasy and Michael found himself so stunned he could hardly speak. 
"Beautiful," he said, breathlessly, like a man seeing the stars for the first time in ages. 

Katrina blushed, but said nothing. Instead she walked right up to him and kissed 
him. The kiss, though plenty deep, was oddly tender, like she was afraid she might 
break him. Michael got that queer feeling of staring down a hallway of mirrors again. 

She placed her hand over his crotch. Already things were stirring down there 
just from one little kiss. Michael prayed he could keep it together. It would be a 
shame to risk so much for a mere sixty seconds of bliss. 

So Michael, he heard her voice say, let's see what you've got.  
 

* * * 
       They argued plenty during the course of their affair. And even though Katrina 
sometimes made him so angry he thought his head might explode, Michael grew to 
enjoy their passionate discussions. It was excellent foreplay, a little intellectual arm 
wrestling before sex. Sometimes the angrier he got, the better he performed. 

He wasn't sure why he let Katrina get away with saying things to him he'd allow 
no other woman -- or man, for that matter -- to say. Her beauty was one reason; her 
undeniable skills in the bedroom were another. Then there was the fact she was at 
least as smart as he was, often smarter. He found so few people that could stop him 
in his tracks. But mostly, it was the fact Katrina never shied away from saying exactly 
what she thought even though she must have known he could have fired her at will. 
Michael wasn't sure if it was courage or recklessness that drove her to speak her 
mind, but it was incredibly sexy either way. 

They met mostly at her place. It was easier. He usually drove himself, but 
occasionally, if he had the time, he'd take the train into town and the bus to Katrina's 
apartment. They spent a couple evenings and nights together a week and an 
occasional weekend when Michael felt it was safe. 

Michael offered to take Katrina sailing a couple of times, but she claimed she 
wasn't interested even though he knew she loved the sea. In fact, Katrina wasn't 
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interested in any outing that allowed Michael to conspicuously display his wealth. 
Most of the time she refused his gifts of money, jewelry, or clothes. In fact, she 
accepted only one gift during their time together. Michael commissioned a jeweler to 
make a platinum version of Katrina's octopus ring. This, she reluctantly wore. 

 
Once, they spent a long weekend together at Michael's secret cabin in the woods. 

It was the place Michael usually went when he needed to be alone. Sophie and the 
girls knew about the cabin, but had never set foot in it. The cabin was miles from 
anywhere and had no permanent support staff. Michael retained a local caretaker 
who kept watch over the property during his absence, but whenever he was there, 
Michael lived like a normal person, cooking and cleaning for himself. 

It took considerable arm-twisting to convince Katrina to go there, but she went. It 
was a glorious three days. They cooked elaborate meals together, argued, and of 
course, had mind-blowing sex. 

On the evening of the second glorious day, they were lying together in bed. 
Usually they didn't have much time to enjoy the afterglow, but this time Michael felt 
no pressure to run back home. He was luxuriating in the sensation of Katrina's body 
intertwined with his, the gentle ebb and flow of their synchronized breathing, and 
the feeling, that at least for that moment, they were almost one. 

Then Katrina asked seemingly out of the blue: "Why are you thinking about 
Carter Foley? Was he one of yours?" 

Carter Foley was the city district attorney who was currently on trial for 
corruption. Michael had financed much of his last campaign through a labyrinthine 
network of political action committees. And yes, Foley's name had bubbled up from 
his subconscious to poke a hole in his post-coital bliss. Michael kept forgetting 
Katrina had the ability to sense his stray thoughts -- especially when they were skin 
to skin like this. "I never bribed Foley to do anything," he said. 

"But you supported him and it worries you," said Katrina. 
"I believed in his message. The city's crime rate does nothing for my business. 

And his current bungling does nothing for me." 
Katrina just laughed. "Michael, your business barely exists in the physical world. 

It's a bunch of electrical impulses in a network of servers scattered across the globe. 
Fireflies in space." 

"If only government were the same," Michael grumbled. 
Katrina laughed again. 
"No, I'm serious," Michael insisted. "Government could be replaced by a 

computer program. You could code the program with the ability to learn so it's 
always improving --" 

"A machine of loving grace," interjected Katrina. 
For an instant Michael was stupefied. He didn't get the reference. 
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"All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace. It's a poem from the late 60's back 
when computers were relatively young and humans were optimistic." 

"Yeah," said Michael hesitantly, "I guess you could call it that." 
Katrina pulled away from him and propped herself up on her elbows. "Michael, 

that's a horrible idea," she declared. 
"I'll admit it might be strange, but I wouldn't call it horrible." 
She rolled her eyes. "Who, pray tell, would write this program? You?" 
"Well, I most definitely could..." Michael brushed away some stray hair from her 

face. "You could help me." 
Katrina chuckled. "You and me could run the world, eh?" 
"Why not?" Michael quipped. 
"Michael, we are not gods. Any code we write would be bound by the limits of 

our imagination. Any code we write would be in our flawed image." 
"But the program would be self-improving," Michael argued. "Soon it would be 

greater than the parts we gave it." 
"Just because it changes, doesn't make it good. Just because it's code, just because 

it's math, doesn't mean it's pure." 
"Think of the advantages. There would be no egos, no bleeding hearts, no need 

for greasing palms." 
"The program could always be hacked," Katrina objected. 
"As if people can't," Michael countered. 
She didn't argue her point any further. Instead she just flashed that mischievous 

smile, the one that always made his heart melt and his cock rise. I know, Michael. You 
do it all the time. 

Funny how she always seemed to let him win, but more often than not, she got 
the last word. 

 
* * * 

I know, Michael. You do it all the time. Looking back, Michael realized that had 
been a veiled confession. Because Katrina had been hacking him ever since they first 
met. 

He first noticed the glitches in his company's trading software about a week after 
that long weekend at the cabin. They never resulted in permanent damage, but they 
were gut-wrenching when they occurred. The market would show a steady rise, then 
drop several hundred points without warning. Then the problem would correct itself 
in the blink of an eye, faster in some cases than Michael knew the program could 
react. 

When Michael first approached his head of cyber-security concerning the 
problem, the head revealed he'd noticed odd hiccups in the system for the past five 
months at least, but earlier the hiccups had been so slight as to not bear mentioning. 
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No known hardware or software malfunction was found when the company's 
servers were scanned for errors or malware. 

Then: one stormy Tuesday in September the market dropped 1100 points in less 
than a minute and stayed depressed for a nail-biting fifteen more before it reversed 
itself and began a slow, steady climb. The day's net loss was less than 100 points, but 
the depth and length of the glitch caused much hand-wringing in the financial press 
and evening news. The glitch affected more than Michael's servers, but that was 
where it had originated. Even though the glitch eventually ironed itself out, Michael 
knew that such a blow to investor confidence could be devastating. The majority of 
his business depended on his clients' trust. 

Fireflies in space. That's how Katrina had described his business -- and now it 
struck him just how accurate her assessment was. It was as beautiful, as ephemeral, 
and most certainly, as fragile. 

 
As the glitches increased in frequency, Katrina began to pull away. Part of this 

was to be expected. She had worked whatever magic she could with Taylor and there 
was really no legitimate reason to be as involved with him. But on those less frequent 
occasions when they did meet, she phoned it in. She never argued with him 
anymore. 

She gave her two weeks' notice to Sophie, not him. But as soon as Michael found 
out the news, he asked to meet Katrina one last time. Sure, she thought to him. One 
last time for old time's sake... 

 
When she opened the door to her apartment, Michael saw she was dressed rather 

strangely. Her hair was tucked away in a garnet silk turban and she was wearing a 
simple garnet gown tied with a white sash. The altar, which sat in the corner of the 
living/ dining area, was lit. He usually wasn't moved by something so obviously 
pagan, but there was no denying it was beautiful. Katrina was especially beautiful, 
too, but not in her usual earthy way. He was almost scared to touch her now. 
Madonna and holy warrior. She'd chosen her saints well. 

"Did I interrupt your prayers?" he asked. He was startled by how reverent his 
voice sounded. 

"No, Mr. Quince," Katrina replied. "I'm through now." Funny. She hadn't called 
him that in her apartment in ages. 

She showed him to a seat, then went to the kitchenette to make his tea. Michael 
watched the candles flicker on the altar. He swore the Joan of Arc figurine was 
winking at him. 

When Katrina returned with their tea, she wasted no time getting down to 
business. "Mr. Quince," she announced, "I am a Knight of the New Star. I was 
assigned to spy on you." 
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Michael didn't know what to say. He'd heard about the Knights of the New Star, 
although he wasn't sure how much he'd heard about them was true. They were 
mentioned by conspiracy theorists almost as much as he was. They were the most 
radical order of the New Catholics. While they ran homeless shelters and hospitals 
like other orders, they were also known to subject institutions or people they found 
especially immoral to what they called "deep acts of conscience".  Suddenly it 
dawned on him: "All those glitches. It was you?" 

"Not just me. I had help." 
"But how did you even know where to begin? We rarely spoke about code, and 

even then, I revealed no company secrets." 
"You didn't really have to," said Katrina. "I have the Sight, remember? And I'm 

fairly strong. I've never hidden that from you, Mr. Quince. I let you know when we 
first met." 

Michael couldn't help but smile. "The pissing contest..." 
To his relief, Katrina smiled, too. "Mr. Quince, if there's one thing I've learned 

about you, it's that your business is never far from your mind. Even when you're in 
the throes of ecstasy, it's lurking right beneath the surface. I read your secrets in your 
sweat." 

"What do you plan to do to my company?" Michael asked. 
"Nothing," Katrina replied. "I can't mess you up without wiping out some little 

guy's pension and the Knights aren't willing to burn the whole house down just to 
prove a point." 

"I don't understand. If you're not planning to destroy me, what did you 
accomplish?"  

"I got to know you, Michael," Katrina said.  
It was the first time she'd used his given name all night and it should have made 

him angry, but he found himself aching for her all over again. 
"You know," she continued, "when I accepted this assignment, I was fully 

expecting to meet a monster. I mean, you must've seen some of those videos about 
how you and the evil boys from the Davos gang are planning to kill all the poor 
people and take over the world. But you're not a monster, Michael, you're just a man. 
And a man, no matter how powerful he is, is never invincible." 

"Neither is my business apparently," Michael grumbled. 
"Yeah. That too." 
Silence. Michael finished his tea. It had gone cold, so all it took was a couple of 

swallows. Katrina went to snuff the candles burning on the altar, then sat across from 
him again. 

"Would you allow me one final question?" Michael asked. 
"Sure," replied Katrina. She took one of his hands and started leisurely tracing 

the lines on his palm. I won't even ask a question in return. 
"Did you ever feel anything for me?" 
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She hesitated; she didn't want to hurt his feelings. Let's just say I wasn't faking and 
leave it at that. Then she produced a small jewelry box and placed it in his open palm. 
Michael knew exactly what was in that box without looking: the platinum version of 
the octopus ring he'd commissioned. 

"I'm sorry, Michael," Katrina said aloud, "but now I think you know why I can't 
keep this. Thank you, though. It's a beautiful ring." 

 
* * * 

"Hell hath no fury like a baron scorned." That was Jonah's assessment after 
Michael spent nearly an hour recounting his tale of woe. Jonah headed Michael's 
personal security team and was his most senior staff member. He was one of the few 
people Michael trusted completely. He was the one who said he could find Michael 
an assassin. 

"What's that supposed to mean?" Michael asked. 
"Tell me," Jonah said, "what upsets you more: that this woman could probably 

code circles around you or that she found your heart and broke it?" 
Michael sighed. "I get your point." 
"Any recent glitches?" Jonah asked. 
"No. None." 
"I'd let it alone." 
Michael just glared at him. 
"Listen, I know sometimes you don't pay attention, but the Knights of the New 

Star are no joke. If you terminate one of their most valuable assets, they will destroy 
you. They've already demonstrated how they'll do it." 

"I get your point," Michael grumbled again. 
"Sleep on it, Mr. Q. That's my advice. You don't want to start something you can't 

finish." 
Silence. Jonah puffed on his cigar while Michael fumed. But Michael quickly 

tired of stewing in his own juices. He stood, stretched, and then took out the box that 
held the platinum version of the octopus ring and handed it to Jonah. "Here. Could 
you dispose of this for me, please?" 

Jonah took a peak inside, frowned, then snapped the box shut. "Interesting." 
"What do you mean by that?" Michael asked. 
"You mean, that woman wore a ring like this, could ping her thoughts straight 

into your head and you still slept with her?" 
Michael didn't argue. Jonah was right. When you looked at it that way, he had 

been terribly foolish. 
"You didn't inscribe something mushy in that ring, did you?" 
Michael shook his head. 
"Good, Mr. Q. At least you kept half your wits." 
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Jeffrey Little 
 
 
 
 

A Chorus of Romany Ball-Point Pens 
(for Django Reinhardt) 
 
Django didn’t give a rat’s ass what you called it,  
or which word you tried to tie to the sound, for 
him it was a breath, a caravan of horse-drawn  
trailers with a single imperative: move, & don’t 
 
stop moving.  The dead stand still.  Wait inside 
houses, counting.  They buy light bulbs & stare  
at their carpets.  Django was a wick, he drove 
a roadster without a roof or a windshield across 
 
the Alps in midwinter then picked up a clown’s  
toy guitar & played through blue hands…like  
a hailstorm…or a chorus of Romany ball-point  
pens…until its wire strings ribboned his fingers 
 
& all that he could think about was sitting down 
to a plateful of hedgehog & buying that circus 
clown a new Selmer guitar.  His night terrors  
were of a different species, with candles & fake  
 
flowers & the inevitable reductions of the flesh,  
burning, on wheels & a wedding of cast shades.   
It didn’t matter to him anymore.  Django took 
a look at the side door.  It was open - he was out.   
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King Street Escape 
 
The calisthenics of walls.  Everything changes.  I’m holding a cat  
rifle in front of a water heater rising from the basement’s mud  
floor like a hopelessly lost un-burst bomb.  Plywood is a dead 
language and it beggars in mistranslations.  The Maya weren’t 
 
ones to run out the string.  Gassed, and gone.  Somebody lived  
here.  Once I had no idea where they hid that giant box of chips  
and now I drive to work in a car.  There is no algorithm for this.  
No system that’ll crack the source code and allow me to speak  
 
to the ghost of a willow tree about what it saw when the very  
last one of them left.  Steps slant to the ceiling as the ceiling  
slants to light.  I am not the first one back.  But I forget things.   
Right turn on repeat I walk inside the signs, and I find myself, 
 
panning for diatoms with an old cake sifter on top of a mound  
of white earth crying over my lost place in line.  Finally, to see it 
again for the first time with the sophisticated patience of a flaw.      
Confusion sits in confederacy with a vision between the boards. 
  
An egg cloud and an escape.  They are no longer here.  Ragged 
vendors fill the street with carts peddling castanets and papers  
from the war.  I can’t complete a pass, I can’t wander in place,  
when that door opens, it’s open, but still it’s too far to chance. 
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Frankenstein Taxis In-Country, a Steady Four Beats to the Bar 
 
The coffee was my angle in.  Thick, with that peculiar  
church gutter kick.  I was spinning clockwise, the rest  
of the world turned counter, and it was like walking  
clean through a log.  An old bird playing twenty card  
 
bingo looked up from her virtuoso spread and all she  
saw was two bolts and a haze of pain.  I could gut me 
a lamb right on the tabletop and Grams wouldn’t cut 
cord with a single card, she was lost in corn too deep  
 
to care.  It’s a numbers game.  I needed a windsock,  
or a pitchfork with a laser sight, anything to whet me 
a living edge.  What I needed was a way to turn tail. 
Beneath the hammer of badly hung electric light I sat 
 
on a wooden fruit crate following along, G-57, N-35,  
B-15, now at least they were closing in on the score.     
I was like a congress of small dogs in ratty wool suits  
barking itself into a war.  So, this is what a mob looks  
 
like before it stalks off in a slurry of rage.  When these 
yokels get a peek of the big boots this whole basement  
will break out in fight songs and petty squabbles over  
the finer points of torchly finesse.  This was a Saturday   
 
night gone bad, a night made for sirens, and smoking  
down the house, and it was time for me to get off my 
ass.  Plenty of crumbs would be left to piece it all out. 
I kick the crate back and start walking through the light. 
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Bubber Miley and The Unfortunate Human Tendency To Burn 
 
The spine is a splendid, delicate stem.  The spine is a matchstick. 
 
It was nothing if not a legacy carried over from the first.  
To open the road for just the what-the-hell that’s to come. 
 
To pick it up, and to hold it, and to follow it, all the way down.   
 
This growl and the growl for gone more.   What’s left us?   
 
A sanitarium.  Some empty bottles.  The music is an amazing ash. 
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The Accursed Treasure [of Rennes-le-Chateau], A 
Lost Gospel Discovered By The Priory of Sion, Being 
Part ii of Chapter 7 of the soon-to-be-completed, 
liminally historical novel, Adolescence On Their 
Sleeves  

Lila Green 
 
The Circumstances Surrounding the Apparent Execution 
Of the Man Known as Yeheshua the Nasorite, 
Called, By His Followers, 
The Son of God 
 
Recorded by Pontius Pilate, Prefect of Judaea, 
786 AUC 
 
 I will not be Prefect very much longer. Until sunrise tomorrow, in fact – at which 
time my family and I will make good our escape from that paranoid poisoner, Tiberius, 
and his pet butcher, Sejanus. But first, because so many bizarre tales have already 
begun to circulate about this matter, I need to commit the facts of what happened to 
writing. 
 It is becoming widely believed that the individual named above was executed by 
my command three weeks ago. That is not the case. He is most likely still living, 
somewhere. His followers have been quick to claim that he rose from the dead, 
ascended to a non-material realm somewhere beyond the Sun and Moon, and is in fact 
the only child of their one God. Is he? I cannot say, for how could one such as myself 
recognize a God? I know his parents in Alexandria, and they are above reproach. I 
know he can heal. He healed my wife – of the deadly bleeding sickness. And I know he 
can read minds, and perform other impressive acts of Egyptian magic. More than that, 
on this subject, I cannot reliably testify. 
 The Syrian Legate and Rome were leery of the large movement his embarrassing 
devotion to The Ideal and purity of motive had attracted. They wanted me to get rid of 
him, the way they had already induced that infanticidal lecher, Herod, to get rid of the 
equally virtuous John the Baptizer. However, thanks to my spies, I knew some things 
that they did not. I knew he was no revolutionary – in fact he was a mere philosopher, 
who preached, quite laughably, equality and fairness. And how could someone be a 
threat who openly claimed that his power existed only in an imaginary world? I had 
also learned that his consort, the negress Mari Magdala, was an Abyssinian Princess 
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with a valid claim to the throne there by reason of her descent from the Queen of Sheba, 
that she had become a refugee from violent pretenders, and that she was now High 
Priestess of the Temple of Ishtar in Jerusalem. She, too, was only a pacifistic mystic – 
though a sharp-tongued one. 
 It was some of his followers I was really concerned about. Particularly the 
accomplished assassin, Judah the Sicarian, and the belligerent agitator, Simon the 
Zealot. Like so many in the thrall of their own teaching, Yeheshua and Mari failed to 
notice the sinister nature of some of the individuals they were drawing to themselves. 
Judah was a typical conspirator and thug, and barely worth thinking about. It was 
Simon the Zealot I personally hated. Why? I have sent many men to their deaths, both 
while fighting in Germany and since I took this post – but I have never once lifted my 
hand against a woman, for the Twelve Gods of Greece and Rome detest those who do 
not respect women. And if charges had ever been brought against him of honoring 
women, Simon would have quickly been exonerated of them. 

I was pleased when I learned that, when once Simon had insulted Mari, 
Yeheshua slapped him in the face with both hands. But, of course, by doing so, 
Yeheshua had only sealed his own fate, as well as hers. Predictably, I learned soon after 
that Judah and Simon planned to murder him and Mari – who, according to all the 
reports coming in, had become his intended successor – and declare Simon the new 
head of the movement. That was when I made my move. 
 I met with Yeheshua and Mari secretly, explained to them that some of their own 
followers were planning to kill them, told them my plan, and offered to help them 
afterward to escape Judaea. Dismayed and disheartened by the revelation, they 
accepted – Yeheshua choosing Egypt, and Mari, Gaul. Perhaps they plan to rejoin one 
another some day and continue their mad teaching. I will never know. 

Then I had Judah waylaid after leaving a brothel and strangled, but also had his 
pockets stuffed with silver coins and his corpse strung up to a tree – the very tree Herod 
had planted to demarcate the southern corner of his estate, and at which, enraged when 
he learned of The Baptizer’s unjust death, Yeheshua had allegedly hurled some kind of 
fireball, and thereby killed – by now so taboo that no one even tries to cut it down for 
firewood. It would be no great stretch for everyone to assume that Judah had 
remorsefully committed suicide after betraying Yeheshua for money. 
 Next, very publicly, I arrested Yeheshua and Simon. I conducted a summary 
courts-martial in front of the angry mob that I knew would show up – fomented by a 
variety of Yeheshua’s pointless rivals for the perilous Judaic title of Messiah, the very 
title to which Yeheshua seemed curiously indifferent. With the uncertain, flickering 
torchlight as my accomplice, I told them that Simon was Yeheshua, denounced him for 
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sorcery and treason, and fictitiously identified Yeheshua as a tomb-robber named 
Barabbas. 

As, unnervingly, a cock crowed – although it was the middle of the night – 
Simon, coward and knave that he was, sought to exculpate himself by vehemently 
denying that he was Yeheshua, which lost him the sympathies of the hoodwinked 
crowd. Yeheshua calmly told the incipient rioters that they should “render unto Caesar 
the things that are Caesar’s,” and that he “humbly awaited the judgment of legitimate 
worldly authority.” When I told them they could have one of the culprits pardoned, 
they shouted, “Give us Barabbas!” lost interest, and left. 
 
 Yeheshua was spirited safely out of Judaea. Mari, now with child, booked 
passage – under the fanciful pseudonym Virgineus Nigera – on a ship preparing to sail 
for Gaul in the near future. Simon was mine. I crucified that pig all right – but I didn’t 
fasten him to a cross with ropes, oh no. With nails. Good Roman iron nails. He’ll bear 
those marks with him to Hades, by Jupiter. Ingeniously, Mari attended his crucifixion, 
weeping and wailing as if her own lover were dying, to clinch the credibility of the 
official story in the minds of the onlookers. Then she disappeared – into protective 
custody in the fortress of Jezreel. And thus the problem was solved – or so I thought. 
 But the supporters of Simon were cleverer than I had bargained for – and more 
fanatical, too. As soon as Yeheshua was off the scene, they began to claim that he had, in 
fact, been executed, risen from the dead, and ascended to the sky. They almost 
immediately found a Simon look-alike who is carrying on in the executed Simon’s 
place. So the Zealot had his way after all – for now. Tomorrow, my wife, my daughters, 
and I, incognito, will set out on the Silk Road for a property I secretly acquired in India, 
Sejanus will be free to falsify an account of what really became of me, and he and his 
cohorts of maniacs will have to deal with the situation, as only they know how. 
 I am writing this in my private chambers at a quayside inn in Jaffa, as I await the 
arrival of Mari under heavy escort. In the meantime, my personal guard are securing 
the docks. Not surprisingly, three of Judah’s deplorable brethren arrived minutes ago, 
and tragically, fell off the wharf and drowned – quickly, too, thanks to the daggers in 
their hearts. I will give the manuscript, signed and sealed, to Mari, just before she 
embarks – and once again becomes a refugee. She will have to ensure that it survives – 
hopefully long enough after the destruction of Simon’s vile misogynist cult to inform 
any potential victims of the Zealots’ fraud of that scarcest of commodities, the truth. 
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Auset Marian Lewis 
 
Old Mel  
 
Old Mel loved to read the paper  
and wind up the boys on the corner  
with a little nip to keep out the cold  
or drown out the heat  
telling tales of how it was  
back then with the women  
and the wine  
when people had sense  
and laid their bodies bare  
for police dogs and fire hoses;  
people showed up for freedom  
or a child that needed a meal  
when a little soup and cornbread  
could cure the day  
 
they would talk about the war  
and how the country  
would be speaking Japanese  
if it weren’t for them, young  
and quick as rabbits in foxholes  
eating dirt and dodging bullets  
when there was a water fountain  
labeled “colored” waiting for  
them at home  
 
and how the white men  
bragged their wealth  
sporting women trinkets on  
their arms, pale as a  
bold-faced junky lie  
looking like Auschwitz refugees  
treating fat like it was a crime  
who couldn’t cook or didn’t  
want to all pregnant with sass and  
bad manners  
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and the technology with the  
tiny numbers you couldn’t  
see in a language you didn’t know  
and couldn’t learn so you  
felt that the whole world  
had just walked past you  
grinning about a new day  
that felt more like the end  
 
 
then there was Virginia:  
who could say the words  
he couldn’t say, the words  
that were rich as  
a second chance all filled  
up with holiness that took  
him to his knees  
 
and when the men faded from  
the corners and the wine  
got stale, when the nights  
were black with worry  
and he found life too big  
she could make it fit just right;  
Virginia was no frail shiny  
bauble, she was big as a barn  
for a reason: she had to carry  
a renegade world  
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Falling 
 
a pale moon pall hangs over things 
that have fallen in a time of 
frightful night words haunting 
day dawning on an America 
whose compass can be found 
riddled in twitter phrases — 
how to spell war in 26 characters 
or less; annihilation; fear 
and foolishness bleeding 
from sharp edges and dangerous 
silliness 
 
hail to the chief…the chef 
brewing and conjuring  
unthinkables in sick 
sentences that bark 
on TV channels that 
cannot contain them; 
that cannot fathom 
and yet turn a dollar 
covering the insane 
without a straight jacket 
 
America sullied and 
bent over in a way 
that is familiar and 
not so new; Indians, 
the pillaged Natives  
and slaves who 
wore just the right 
shade of capture 
 
not so new 
 
Who are we? 
Is there still descent 
when you have reached 
rock bottom? 
falling…free like a 
plucked starling 
in the snow 
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A’isha 
 
Kandahar: I saw the Americans like spiders in my mind even before they bloodied  
prayer  
 
home of mud and straw with burlap for doors could not contain the minuet of evil  
locked and loaded, a waltz of violence against a setting sun  
 
 I never had a chance to say good-bye  
 
young soldiers wrapped in bulletproof hives of indifference; boots on the ground; bodies  
in the morgue; the boy soldier fell first -- like a child’s toy  
 
 when they took away my husband  
 
prayer rugs soaked with the red nectar of resistance to a horror that had become  
familiar; uninvited intimacy; a bowl of chalau rice spilled on a dirt floor;  
blood-spattered hijab, colors spilling from a turban untied -- no sunset prayer  
beseeching the Omnipotent winding east where Allah wept  
 
 then the unthinkable that only war could think  
 
A’isha new as dawn, baby fat thighs creased, black button eyes looking for more did not  
cry, frozen in my lap like a porcelain china doll -- cold, the warmth seeping onto the  
pillow, bullet casing nearby punctuating like a period at the end of a sentence  
 
 A’isha, her name was a prayer  
 
when the sun hid itself in the ink of night, it was not because the day ended…it was  
because it was embarrassed 
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Baltimore Sketches: Malik  
 
Dark angles with cap spun back,  
a young urban cliché,  
with careless shorts, slung from the hip,  
khaki, faded tee shirt, hungry blue  
and pods growing from his ear,  
he was plugged into a crooked world,  
moved as if to make a fast break  
away from the police and contempt  
back to the hoop games on asphalt  
with soft poetry curse words  
that said “niggah please”  
and a white pearl smile as he  
looped, dribbled and jived his way to  
score; a ballet of by any means  
necessary  
 
His face was etched coal  
mined from some cruel joke  
some red, white and blue fantasy  
that life could be fair  
and God never gives you more  
than you can handle  
and poverty builds character;  
someone was laughing in a rigged  
poker game from hell  
 
Homegrown manchild stalks the  
streets resisting the notion  
that he is prey  
as white people scatter  
or cast a gray shadow  
that invites him into invisibility  
 
“smelling his piss,” his grandmother said  
with basketball schemes and cigarettes  
his mustache curved into suspicion.  
Nonetheless, he was eager about life,  
licking his lips to meet opportunity,  
gut it, and make it pay,  
but in a few years, his knife would hesitate  
and the blood would be his own.  
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On. the Auction Block  
 
in the marketplace that day  
straight from the bowels  
of that demon ship,  
their whiteness stuck to my mind  
as they came upon my nakedness  
standing on the barter block;  
they laughed their familiarity and  
stained me with their eyes;  
drooling animals, horrid beasts  
in the light of a reluctant day  
they mocked my chains, prodding me  
in places innocent and rare;  
their eyes darted and tongues  
 
pink ribbons of lust and wager  
barked like dogs in a strange land  
where houses piled up from the ground;  
I was surprised that the  
the sun shone nonetheless  
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To the Reader 
The following narrative is an extract from a much larger work in progress.  Consider it 
then as a tooth whose jaw and gums lie upstream of it, suspended as yet in incomplete 
sections on an assembly-line.  (Granted this tooth itself yet requires much polishing.)  If 
you read my “tooth” and think, oh, a molar, then you may conclude, ah, the novel is a 
lamb that gently munches grass.  But if you read it as a fang, you will go, oh dear, the 
novel is a wolf that tears lambs to shreds.  Either way you may be seducing yourself into 
becoming one of Kipling’s blind men, each poking at one part of the elephant, and 
wrongly guessing at the whole beast.  I would have been pleased to supply you with a 
more “typical” chapter, except, alas! There is none such, any more than an elephant has 
any such thing as a typical body part.  I apologize for this unavoidable tease.  But perhaps 
it is just as well because, while the following is, perhaps happily, not typical in its in-
your-face political trouble-mongering—most of the rest of my tale in this way is softer, 
kinder, and even, I hope, at times funny—the reader should not expect comfort to be 
paramount even among the sweeter moments.  The good news is that if it is love stories 
you wish, you will find them woven throughout; but only by way of repeated tramplings 
of your comfort zone.  (And if you think love is ever won through comfort, you have 
much to learn that no novel can teach you.)  So, I will leave you with one last tease: Three 
concepts will guide the wholeness of my finished work, to be titled, “For the Children of 
the Lotus,” and the first concept will be “Courage.” 

– The Author                                                                                       
 

The Maiden Flight of the Nigger Balloon 
Douglas Morea 

 
 Day of rest.  The Writer put on some chamber music, not to relax but 
rather because he was already relaxed enough to enjoy some, as he prepared kid-
food, flakes and milk, for his lunch.  It had been, let’s see, just about twenty four 
hours since he’d sent in on-line his latest article to The Leak, the hottest 
underground rag in modern hell.  Underground.  What a joke.  Since back in the 
‘60’s, such publications were about as underground as the top floors of the 
World Trade Center.  Buried in their own oblivion was more like it.  The 
Government let them be because it feared them not, and they gave ready access 
to surveillance.  The Writer knew his computer was hacked by the Government.  
By many governments, in fact, now that he had swelled into such a big ugly in 
your face rebel name.  They all must have read his article by now—he probably 
had more readers, and sooner, among spies than plain folks in the streets.  And 
so what?  His flakes were delicious, moist but still crunchy.  There came a knock 
on his door.   
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 The politeness and propriety of his handling had been downright eerie.  
The officers spoke softly, showed him all due badges and court orders.  
Accepting the option of coming along willingly, he was subjected to no brute 
force.  When they finally did cuff him by one hand to his seat in a windowless 
van, they first asked which hand he preferred to keep free, for food and drink, 
and to scratch itches.  Hours passed.  Vibrations and sounds were mostly of 
highway.  His subsequent confinement might as well have been in a cell, but felt 
more like a motel room.  Refrigerator and TV.  Two pillows—but no cell-mate. 
Air conditioning. Even a fully equipped bath—apparently they did not consider 
him suicide material.  There was even a phone, but for “room service” only.  
Taking his personal effects, they left him paper and pencil; but no window, or 
any channel to the outside world.  Behind a door locked from the outside, and 
being informed only to stay patient while his “case” was being processed, he 
counted the blank days.  He filled the monotony with dread: what would they do 
to him if he was dangerous enough to be treated this well?  
 

* * * 
 The Leader reclined in his ancien-regime sofa, absorbed in the unfolding 
of his own regime on the giant flat-screen before him, a sheaf of print-outs lying 
on the empty cushion beside him.  “Oh, there you are,” chirped Evita, entering 
with two lemonades.  “Where else?” he said, not averting his focus, “Have a seat 
where these will no longer be in a moment.”  He flicked off the screen.  “Enough 
of me,” he snorted, as if someone else had been forcing him on himself.  “I’ll 
trade you this article for a lemonade.”  “Ah yes,” announced Evita, scanning the 
sheaf and knitting her brow with urbane professionality.  “I take it he is detained 
as you planned?”  “Quite so.  A number of days past. I expect our tender 
boredom torture method has softened him up enough by now.  I want you to 
read his latest.  It should be of particular interest to you, my sub-Saharan 
lioness.”  “Watch your mouth, Napoleon,” she mocked.  “Has anyone ever told 
you how pretty you get when you scare me?”  He gazed down reflectively as he 
spoke these words.  Evita set her glass down on the end-table, and gave herself 
over to the pages in her hands.   
 The top third of page one overflowed with The Leak’s logo, which 
consisted of   THE LEAK in huge black block capital letters, from whose “L’s” 
extended toe-tip dangled an exaggerated deep yellow drop, as if about to fall.  
Below, in humbler point size caps, read: OUTING THE TRUTH ALWAYS 
DEPENDS ON A LEAK.  ARE YOU TOUGH ENOUGH TO TAKE IT?  GIVE A 
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DAMN.  TAKE A LEAK.  Below that, under the Writer’s byline, appeared the 
issue’s lead article. Thus Evita read:   
 

THE NIGGER BALLOON 
 
 You scared of balloons?  Afraid they’ll blow up in your face?  Well do I 
have a hot-air balloon to take you away.  You think I don’t have the right to use 
the word nigger?  Especially since I’m a white guy?  Well a right is exactly what I 
do have, or I’d better.  If you can take that from me because you’re some kind of 
professional career victim then you’re just a beggar with a gun.  Hell, I can use 
the word hell all I want, and a hell of a decent word it is too—unless I tell 
somebody to go there.  Then it’s different.  Then it’s assault.  And I don’t beat 
people up.  So be warned, hatemonger, you will be disappointed if you expect 
me to call anybody a nigger in these pages.  I never called anyone that and I 
never will.  But before I get so steamed that I digress by accident, let me digress 
on purpose.  Because I need to talk about fear. 
 I confess: the whole latter half of my childhood I was terrified of balloons, 
party balloons, afraid they would go bang!  I hated inflating one, scared it would 
explode my face.  Even today, if you point a pin at a balloon in my sight, I’ll feel 
you’re about to pull the pin out of a hand grenade.  Why?  When I was five and 
in the bathtub, my sister of eleven entered wearing a party dress, to check her 
face at the sink.  At that moment, the thin rubber hose water flowed through into 
the tub, and that I was mindlessly sitting on and so blocking the swelling 
pressure, exploded.  Bubble water shot like from a cannon all over the bathroom, 
and all over my sister’s party dress.  I don’t know who screamed louder, her or 
me.  No physical harm was done, of course, but that split second of sheer terror 
traumatized me.  I never needed some therapy miracle to call forth a Lazarus 
memory from its cave of death: I never forgot it in the first place.  What’s 
awesome, and personally very embarrassing, is that my stupid fear still lives.  It’s 
better now, but I will never completely live it down.  Trauma sticks till the grave 
that sticks. 
 Other day I’m watching TV.  One of those wallpaper put-you-to-sleep 
political talking head-trippers, except this one wakes me up.  Because this black 
fella’s going on that the nigger word—he didn’t say the word of course, but here 
I do—should never be used ever, under any circumstances, and constitutes a 
crime even if not weaponized against anyone.  And he goes on about how a poor 
little black girl subjected to even hearing the isolated word will feel stabbed by a 
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knife.  He said that the act of merely just   whispering the word is tantamount to 
a hate crime.  He did not say this next, so I can’t honestly lay it on him, but I 
started picturing an offender being lined up all by himself against a wall and 
shot.  And just for a first offense.  And I’m finding myself with a problem: one is 
this guy is dangerously violently nuts because he has no understanding of the 
tough wisdom that is built into the First Amendment, and two is that he’s a good 
guy who I can’t not like because he obviously cares deeply about this hurt little 
girl and all the rest. How not hail one who hurts for a hurt child?  
 Mr. Black Guy on the TV, you’re a good guy but you’re wrong.  You’ve 
been playing a game called more-hurt-than-thou so long you’ve forgotten it’s just 
a game, and you’ve slipped into thinking that civil rights is about having a 
license.  Well a license is not a right, it’s just a ploy for being special, and being 
special is the opposite of being equal. You used to proclaim that not getting 
lynched is a right, and you were and still are right on that one, because lynching 
makes you dead, a condition that can’t be fixed.  Now you think that not getting 
your feelings hurt is a right.  Well it’s not, because hurt feelings can be fixed.  
What hurts that black child is not the word nigger in my mouth but the knife in 
her mind.  Taking the word from my mouth takes away my freedom but leaves   
the knife stuck in that girl’s heart. 
 So what’s the kick?  What’s the temptation that’s got you bought?  The 
beads in your treasure chest?  Is that where you keep your nigger?  You must 
know it’s real estate. What kind of home have you built yourself there, a fortress?  
Know you can’t live in that  without being it. You’ve handed Whitey one hell of a 
hard job: How do we not think of you as a nigger if in our minds we keep 
hearing you call yourself one?  This is the price you’re paying for your privilege 
of owning what comes out of our mouths.  You high on the steal you got copping 
hot special?  How much will it take to teach you that separate but equal can’t 
work?  Your armor is your weakness.  Hey weakling, how about coming out into 
the sunshine of your own blood?  You feel safe because you’ve had a day when 
you hit me and I couldn’t hit back?  Little nobody wordy me, worth no more 
than the sorry little patch of flesh he’s printed on?  Sad, if I’m all you’ve got. 
 Am I picking on you too much?  Maybe time to branch out, get more 
inclusive.  Relax—I’m not abandoning blacks. What ails you is a national disease; 
we all are   infected. Like how about the cops?  Oh sure, they protest, we’ve got a 
few rotten apples who kill innocent people they should be protecting.  Like how 
the Catholic Church has a few rotten pedophiles?  Sorry, but when cops and 
clergy close ranks and protect their rotten apples, the problem is rotten barrels.  
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Oh, and if attacked for it they whimper hey, do you know how scared and lonely 
we feel in a dangerous and empty world, and how ashamed we feel every time 
we destroy an innocent life, and how hurt we feel when we get blamed for it, 
when we were too scared not to or somebody else made us do it so it’s really 
their fault anyway?  Uck! Where did all the grown-ups go?  Reality: the world is 
dangerous.  Reality: the world is empty.  If you’re a cop it’s your job to cope with 
danger.  If you’re a priest, it’s your job to cope with loneliness.  If you’re a cop or 
a priest it’s your job to help others before you help yourself.  Do you get paid for 
taking on a job, or for being a beggar with a gun. 
 And the kids!  But listen to me—I’m calling them kids?  They’re in college, 
but so fresh off the mommy and daddy bubble baby farm, and mostly white 
suburban hothouse bred, that they believe theirs is the right to having no feeling 
hurt.  Ever.  In college.  Where they go to learn.  And grow up.  Ha!  If a speaker 
on campus dares to say an incorrect word, the “kids” will defend themselves 
with violence, physical and verbal—they will freely hurl dirty words against that 
speaker’s freedom of speech, because they’re too special to be equal. When 
Sacagawea completed her work marrying and having a baby, and repeatedly 
saving Lewis and Clark from her wilderness till they were safe, she was sixteen 
years old, an accomplished woman of the world who, if brought magically into 
our time, would be demoted to high school jail-bait, and guarded by truant 
officers, for her protection.  This is what our manhood and womanhood has 
come to.  I am so sick and tired of paid professional career helpless hurt people.   
 Too many people are equating hurt feelings with trauma. Everyone’s been 
traumatized, the lucky ones only a little. Like my balloon issue. Unlike some, 
who’ve been whammied halfway into dust, I could not wear a T-shirt that reads 
“Trauma Survivor.”  My traumas number probably five or so.  How many times 
have my feelings been hurt?  How many thousands?  I lost count countless times 
ago. So have you. And unless we have a deeper issue, hurt feelings heal 
themselves quick as boo-boos. Trauma differs in that its damage is for keeps.  It 
is a mountain slammed down in your path, blocking your life. You then spend 
your life living new ways around it, so that even if you succeed, you never quite 
find your first path again.  Unlike boo-boos, trauma is death and rebirth.  A 
trauma should never have to wait behind a long line of hurt feelings for a loving 
society’s shrifting. 
 I’m all for building ramps, so those who can’t climb stairs have access to 
facilities equally with those who can.  What I won’t buy is a stairwell-free society, 
so cripples—sorry, but I don’t do C-word—don’t have to suffer their “failure” to 
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be daily rubbed in their faces.  It is rather a slap in the face of cripples’ equal 
humanity with the able-bodied to have their condition treated as something dirty 
and shameful.  Those broken beyond repair deserve their society’s aid. Those 
who can be made more whole deserve not be kept broken by misguided 
enabling. We may all have equality in the eyes of God, and deserve it in the eyes 
of the Law; but never is equality to be seen elsewhere in creation.  We should not 
be shrunk into good little boys and girls by a pretense, but rather freed to grow 
into responsible men and women. Why must worthy people suffer polite 
constraints while the wicked smirk and lawlessly take over the streets?  Worthy 
people should stand up straight.  Bending over backward is bad posture. You 
could fall down. Worse, you could become spineless. At worst it enables the 
worst of us to rule over the best.   
 Will fear of debauchery make us prudes before song and dance?  People 
don’t die from fear, but they do from scared people who kill them.  If not getting 
feelings hurt is a right, then soon everyone will be in prison for hurting 
someone’s feelings, and only killers will remain free.  Since hurt feelings are 
inevitable among the living, only the dead can avoid it.  Thus a society protecting 
all its people from hurt feelings will become a necropolis, a city of dead people, 
who in public look alive and well because there they are so polite that they are 
afraid to decay.  
 

* * * 
 The Writer blinked at the brightness of change, and, as the guards 
released him, half stumbled under his own power into a capacious, ornate 
chamber whose ceiling hovered vaguely high.  “Having trouble walking?” a man 
risen from a table asked, smiling.  “I’m learning how again,” the Writer said, 
carefully, “I haven’t walked much recently.”  “Feel free to learn,” said the 
woman standing beside the man, whom he had not noticed either, till she spoke.  
But he noticed her now.  Her amber eyes and skin shone deep and glossy.  
Something sub-Saharan about the lips and nostrils, but the nose tip and cheeks 
lilted Irish, and her hair hung straight with a Peruvian sheen.  A woman from 
everywhere.  “This is my Queen, Evita, and I am the Leader,” said the man.  
“Oh,” said the Writer, staring.  “We have reviewed your case,” the Leader 
continued, “and decided that you are a wonderful writer, and a credit to our 
New Order.  So you are free to go.  And, if you wish, our people will take you 
back home.  This time without cuffs, and with windows.” 
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 After a day spent moving his sense of self back into his apartment, the 
Writer began to wonder: had anything happened?  Had he dreamed it?  Why 
had no one, not even his family, called the police to report him missing?  Then he 
remembered: What family?  His girlfriend had not even noticed he’d been 
gone—“I figured you’d just been off on a special project,” she’d said.  Maybe I 
need to hang out more with my friends, the Writer considered briefly. 
 

* * * 
 Meanwhile, back at the Palace: “Have we done the right thing?” she 
asked.  “My dear Evita,” spoke the Leader, “I love you for your mind, despite 
how you flatter yourself protesting I want you only for your body.  But you are 
still a bit naïve.  You have yet to cultivate a fullness of scorn for the human race.  
This Writer—I meant it when I called him wonderful.  He is.  The people he 
wants to save lie so far beneath his dignity.  His clarity will only confuse them 
further into killing each other.  He thinks he’s one of the People, but he’s too 
good for them and doesn’t know it.  He will be as deadly a weapon against them 
as we could hope for.”   
 “Well,” she announced, slapping the table, “Now that we’ve taken care of 
everybody’s minds, I’ll make you an offer: I’ll want you for your body if you’ll 
want me for mine.”     
  
       

 
Jonathan Bragdon 
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Phillip Bannowsky 
 
 Two Tactical Poems from Occupy Delaware 2011-1012 

 
 Radical poet Thomas McGrath (1916-1990) spoke of two different kinds of 
poems that make for consciousness raising, something he expected from all 
poetry, even if tangentially. 
 In an article in The Dakota Quarterly (fall 1982) and in and interview with 
Thomas Mcrath by Reginald Gibbons and Terrence Des Pres in Thomas McGrath: 
Life and the Poem, TriQuarterly Magazine, 1987, McGrath addresses the concepts: 
 Tactical: “about some immediate thing: a strike, let's say; some immediate 
event, . . . but the events they [are] about [will move] out from under themˆ; 
“focuses” or “directs” consciousness. 
 Strategic: “a poetry in which the writer trusts himself enough to write 
about whatever comes along, with the assumption that what he is doing will be, 
in the long run, useful, consciousness raising or enriching.“; “take[s] in as many 
contradictions as possible, and which ought to have as its purpose the expansion 
of consciousness.” 
 “Ideally we want the two kinds of poetry to become one thing.” 
 
 Now, the first tactical issue with Occupy Delaware was unity. While a 
very disparate group of individuals began to meet and plan an occupation in 
Wilmington, there were many divisive opinions given from armchair observers: 
beware of radical agitators, cultists, the inexperienced, libertarians, Larouchites, 
Zionists, Muslims, trade unionists, etc. So I composed a poem on the topic of 
unity, written ironically, by the way, and I performed it in the bitter winter cold 
of Peter Spencer Plaza of Wilmington, Delaware. It is called “Global Solidarity.” 
The “Mic Check” part is a sort of human megaphone that Occupy Wall street 
types used in their General Assemblies, when city officials forbad public address 
systems. After someone shouted “Mic Check!” twice, everyone nearby would 
shout the “Mic check!” and then, in brief segments of discourse, the speaker 
could amplify the message through the medium of many voices.  
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Global Solidarity 
 
We’re the 99 percent, and that’s such a great majority 
that I can say with some authority 
we got way more than the one percentile 
that gambled off our last few cents while 
they shipped off jobs, bought off politicians, 
foreclosed homes, forestalled investigations, 
waged perpetual war and perpetual incarceration, 
dominated media, defiled our Mother Earth, 
and for soulless corporations to personhood gave birth. 
 
 
So surely we can shed a few 
that weaken this revolutionary stew. 
Let’s start with the Muslims who’ll give us a bad rep. 
We’re still a mighty force with 96 percent in step. 
To be fair we’ll say farewell to the Jews. 
That’s 94 percent of us left in the pews. 
Now the socialist and the commie  
have long condemned the corporate theft, 
but polls tell us they’re not so many;  
just one in five are that far left. 
Surely now we can thrive, 
if we’re down to 75. 
Undocumented workers are only 3 percent  
and if their compañeros with ‘em went 
with 60 of the 99, we’d be content. 
The unions had their volunteers  
a couple hundred years, 
but they butted in here 2 weeks late,  
and the half of us remaining is still a lot of weight. 
Though teachers are getting fired by the one percenter clique 
they were cast as villains in that Waiting  for Superman flick 
made by Al Gore’s buddy, so they, too, get the kick. 
And libertarians may be hip to giving me my reefer stick 
but that Federal Reserve abolish bit ‘s a paranoid Bircher shtick 
That will dilute and water’s as thin as blood is thick. 
Now Blacks are stuck on Obama and his compromising crew 
Out with the liberals that think with ‘em; are we now ten-and-two? 
Now all these hippie/emo occupiers haven’t a clear view: 
bye-bye, bye-bye. Now it’s me and you, 
but come to think of it, I don’t like you, too. 
 
That’s 99 percent: all of them scattered 
by fear and distrust, solidarity shattered. 
But left in their mansions are the 1 percent rakers,  
bankers and tank makers, 
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political bribe takers, 
media fakers, 
disaster capitalists and IMF leg breakers,  
sticken’ together like partners in crime 
to stick it to everyone, one at a time. 
 
So I’ll finish this poem 
with a human megaphone 
(Mic Check! Mic Check!): 
So let’s never forget 
we’re the 99 percent: 
lovers and peace makers, 
revolutionary earth shakers  
in a thousand cities of a hundred nations 
for human rights and aspirations, 
from Wall Street to Tunis, 
Damascus, and Greece, 
Indignados from Madrid  
and indignant in Delaware, 
99 percent of people everywhere. 
Whether hung up, hung out, 
doubtful, devout, 
old, or in youth, 
this is our truth: 
not programmatic but moral clarity, 
Global Change calls for Global Solidarity. 
 
 
 The poem went over well, but for some, the ironic cues proved to be a bit 
too subtle to catch on the fly. Lesson learned. 
 
 After 11 months in Spencer Plaza, Occupy Delaware negotiated a deal 
through the ACLU to vacate the plaza without compromising their right to be 
there. They held a final big celebration for which I composed a poem who’s 
tactical aim was to extol the ethos of Occupy and compare it to all those other 
ideologies that so many had felt would prevent us from succeeding. In the spirit 
of Occupy’s anti-political bent, I draw on the ideals of Martin Buber, the Israeli 
theologian, who describes the ideal encounter between nature’s children in Ich 
und Du: “No purpose intervenes between I and You (ich und du), no greed and no 
anticipation; and longing itself is changed as it plunges from the dream into 
appearance. Every means is an obstacle. Only where all means have 
disintegrated encounters occur.” 
 
 Now I wonder, am I approaching Thomas McGrath’s ideal of one thing? 
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What Next for #Occupy? 
 
What next? 
What next? 
After tents and tear gas, 
assemblies in city squares and parkland grass, 
straw votes and endless consultations 
on security, publicity, sanitation, and smoking stations, 
What next? 
What next? 
 
Will truncheons and flash bombs break our ranks, 
crush our dreams of justice with tanks, 
bullets transform from rubber to lead, 
and dreadlocks glisten where we’ve bled? 
Will we mourn our martyred dead, 
from Damascus to Bahrain, 
or will we escape, in dread, the game, 
go back to bed, 
dream of nothing, instead,  
What next? 
What next? 
 
Will we exchange our vision for the moment? 
trade patience for false hope, end 
occupation for a quadrennial vote, then 
accept appointments to tax commissions 
and other powerful positions  
to bend the arc of history 
one miniscule portion of one degree 
toward distant justice? 
Drink Chablis 
with Caesar Augustus? 
What next? 
What next? 
 
Will we call it freedom 
living by the dictum 
that each has a blind alley of his very own, 
the liberty to be left, when cornered, all alone? 
What next? 
What next? 
 
Will we with icy hearts condemn, 
drive the bourgeoisie from Phnom Penh, 
crack tomorrow’s skull with a slogan and a grin? 
What next? 
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What next? 
 
Will we decipher the code in the dollar, 
the secret agenda of queen and cabal, or 
know at last who killed cock robin: 
where exactly the body is rottin’? 
Expel as traitors the unconvinced; 
with lies and diatribes see them lynched. 
What next? 
What next? 
 
Maybe general assemblies will be the lenses 
that focus and color how we comprehend this 
reality, from day to day to historical drama, 
an everything-dot-com, a 
compass with 360-degrees of true north, 
the way democracy goes forth 
with a thousand deviations, 
not aberrations 
to be confessed 
and then suppressed 
but voices in a chorus, 
each for all and all for us. 
What next? 
What next? 
 
What next when the tents are gone? 
Whether we’ve lost or whether we’ve won, 
Let us turn to each other 
as we all do now all together. 
I’m not trying to metaphor ya’ 
This is request although not quite  an order: 
Turn to your neighbor and look ‘em in the eye. 
What is the vow we can all apply? 
Mic check! 
Mic check! 
Sister or brother, or in between, 
however different in genes or creed, 
You are not a means for my private gain,  
agenda,  profit, or electoral campaign, 
not a category of faith or of nation, 
but a fellow miracle of life’s creation. 
Our struggle in common is for common decency; 
for human rights, we’ll strive ceaselessly. 
Whether vexed,  
perplexed, 
or crowned with success 
we’ll trust the process 
No matter what’s next! 
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CAMPING OUT  

mOtHeRtUcKeR   
Still dark out. August’s sun with its stifling heat has yet to break through to my 
surroundings. Soon enough it will make itself known. Lately my life has been 
reading like a bad Hollywood script. Daylight hours I perch in anticipation on 
gravel shoulders of highways leading home, my thumb shoved out into the path 
of the oncoming cars and trucks flying by - a flag signaling all friendly-like, 
"Hey, I ain't gonna to hurt you!"  They don’t stop, but do in recognition of my 
effort, encourage little swirling dust-ravaged tornados to rise up off the blistering 
pavement behind me to keep me awake. 
 I make a sincere effort not to scare people when my thumb is out. 
Hitching requires great attention to detail.  First appearances are everything you 
know.  My face hair is clean shaven, and my black curlies, brushed.  Clean 
clothes are a must of course: light colored chinos, maybe a preppy-boy checkered 
short sleeve shirt - that sort of thing. I’ll imitate your local pharmacist or Five & 
Dime store manager for you when my ass is hanging out there.  Perhaps I’m a 
Rotary Club member on his way home from work, who just happened to have a 
flat tire and shoot, I don’t have a spare.  But hey, all I need is a ride to the local 
gas station right? Not a three hundred mile use of your time.  Ugh huh, soon 
enough they discover the truth. 

 Been almost twenty-four hours since I left the comfort of a bug-free cot at 
St. Francis. It’s an ok place - for a one night stand.  But if I had to listen to another 
group of homeless people sing badly, out of tune, in unison, the hymn "Please 
help me Jesus", especially after the desolation I’ve experienced these last months, 
I’d have lost my cool.  Took me less than a week of this horror to discover Jesus 
won’t.  Not to mention homeless shelters have protocols and one important one 
is you exit their premises into whatever God forsaken neighborhood they 
happen to be located in, at 7 am - a time better reserved for one’s morning coffee 
and a trip to the head. 

Shelter existence is no way to live. And while I consider St. Francis an 
exception to the rule, I’m quite glad to be free of it … for a while anyway.  Unlike 
other incidental inhabitants of the place, I have me someone important to see, 
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and someplace important to go - my lil’ hand-made, out of recycled material of 
course, one-room heavily camouflaged lean-to that I call home these days.  
Among its amenities are a collapsible card table for eating, a queen-size “only 
slightly used” mattress gotten off Craigslist to sleep on. You can’t trust ones 
found in the alleys. They’re bound to have bedbugs, roaches, and sometimes 
even worms, and privacy. 

For the first few months of this existence “Home” was a donated tent - till it 
got stolen.  Then, a heavy duty brown tarp (blue ones are cheaper but far too 
easy to spot) procured at a fire sale from the very home-improvement store I’d 
worked in before the economy got flushed down toilet.  Now my domain is 
somewhat hardier - a structure of scrap plywood for sides and a make-shift roof 
of cardboard and branches to keep out the rain.  I built it hidden in one of those 
outdoor encampments commonly referred to as a “Jungle.”   "Jungle" is the 
euphemism coined by America's elite to enucleate into conversation suitable for 
afternoon tea, the underpasses, local park benches, and/or other public facilities 
commandeered by poor people for the purpose of sleeping. 

The term arrived in year 2000 when the Bush administration ordered the 
Department of Commerce to locate and map all places homeless people might 
bed down for a night.  Given their affinity for rich people though, I doubt it had 
anything to do with actually giving a damn about our predicament.  More likely 
it was out of fear that the homeless population might one day rise up, grab 
machetes, and slice and dice all their nice white republican contributors. A rather 
useless, nonsensical fear to have I must say. For if homeless people actually had 
the where-with-all to revolt, there’d be chaos and mass killings in the streets all 
over America.   There are SOOO many of us after all. 

BULLDOZERS and BACKHOES 
“Homelessness” in this country is akin to loose trash blown about hither 

and yonder in a storm of misunderstanding.  Those who live in that fantasyland 
where credit cards and good FICA scores get bills paid, will never “get it”.  Being 
homeless is more than just hard.  Being homeless scrambles your brain twenty 
four hours a day.  You don’t live. You exist in constant pursuit of how to stay out 
of harms’ way.  Survival is a cruel mistress and “fear” is her sex toy.  You 
develop paranoia – or as I like to call it, “an acute awareness of your 
surroundings.” You form an insatiable greed - for freedom.  You talk to yourself.  
Eventually you may even find it hard to pee indoors.  A good day is when you 
are not attacked by some evil bastard who prays on the helpless, harassed by 
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cops, or spit on (figuratively – though sometimes literally) by some passerby. 
 
Therefore, WHAT you live in when homeless is not as important as 

WHERE you live. You locate in a city of course because that’s where the 
resources lie.  But you build where you can avoid - at all costs - being seen.  You 
can’t afford to be seen.   City owned bulldozers show up when you are seen and 
level your wonderful little home - right after a couple of laughing hysterically 
city maintenance people cart off all your carefully collected, precious stuff to the 
dump. 

Imagine coming home after a hard day of rummaging through back-alley 
dumpsters for life’s little necessities, only to find the autographed baseball given 
you for your participation in little league play-offs back when you were thirteen, 
is gone … the last Birthday card your Mom sent the same day she wrote the 
governor demanding he force her nursing home to allow her to see a doctor, an 
action which got her got her locked in the bathroom where she had fatal heart 
attack. Gone … your daughter's picture, gone.  Books, precious trinkets collected 
over-time, gone … all, gone …  Everything!  And what's not gone now wallows 
with your toilet paper in mud slop churned up by back-hoes doing donuts over 
your “home.” 

Homeless people do own things, just like anyone else - things that give life 
meaning: pictures held so long the corners become ragged.  There’s that St. 
Christopher’s medal you’re convinced has kept you safe, which you accidently 
left on the box that served as your end table.  To so rudely discover everything 
you cherish suddenly non-existent, is catastrophic.  It shakes you to your very 
core.  It hurts so bad you want to hurt people in return. 

Having experienced this horror I chose now to build my new homes in 
areas with a plethora of trees and brush - out where upper-crust white ladies out 
walking their dogs don’t get their panties all up in a bunch.  I’ve a neighbor, a 
Scotsman - a happy old drunk - who, when I’m off on one of these useless “job 
interview” excursions, watches my stuff.  I might be gone for days. The social 
worker who arranges these excursions has an agenda.  She doesn’t like the fact 
that my daughter and I maintain a close relationship in spite of the insanity 
which surrounds us so she goes out of her way to send me away – even though 
she knows I haven't a snowball's chance in hell of getting the job the second the 
boss finds out my NEW home is to be that nice big brown cardboard box out 
back next to his dipsy dumpster. 
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The ROAD, CAMPING OUT, and VAN PEOPLE 

Up to now the going's been slow. No one seems in need of the adrenaline rush 
obtained picking up a somewhat well-built curly haired white man flashing 
emerald eyes who, upon entering your car, sets off screaming inner alarms that 
he might just be that homicidal maniac you saw on last night’s eleven o’clock 
news.  I had hoped to make it home by now.  No such luck.  Hitch-hiking’s 
earned me only two rides - along with the usual number of extra friendly types 
stopping to ask if I'd be interested in “a good time."  Road queers: One of many 
hazards this mode of travel inspires. Harmless enough I suppose, providing they 
take the hint once the inevitable question has been answered with a wedding 
ring shoved in their face.  Appropriate apologies follow – but not always.  For 
those times, I've been known to "carry." A blade of course … a “Nine” if reason 
suggests the occasion warrants it. 

I’m running solo this trip though.  Hell, it was only a three hundred mile 
run, and on roads I've traveled before.  Why tempt fate or the ire of some pissed-
off cop who’s fought with his (or her) wife that morning and decided to take it 
out on the world.  Hitchhikers, like beggars, can’t be choosy.  One accepts - 
grudgingly - such caustic interruptions in the otherwise unrelenting boredom 
homelessness inspires.  Times surely have changed.  Back in the day even 
women would pick me up, especially when my butt was nice and tight.  
Anyway, I’ve that appointment with my daughter’s warm smile and I intend to 
do whatever it takes to keep it.  I do miss her so when we are apart.  I miss those 
huge hugs she gives - hugs so tight I gasp. 

This area I’ve built my night's bed on - out of a few dead leaves and my 
blanket - is on pretty rough ground.  Evenings on the road, I camp out.  One 
could claim with some legitimacy that I’m kind of a “camping out” aficionado. 
For example, the soft blanket I wrap myself up in when I lie down compacts 
nicely into my backpack.  Got it off one of those white cargo vans filled with 
volunteer do-gooders who drive around in the middle of the night with their 
crucifix and bible clawing at the city’s ‘wrong-side-of-the-tracks’ dirt like a 
gardener searching for weeds.  Drunks, druggies, child runaways - all are fair 
game … even “Reagan Rejects,” nut jobs cut loose on society by a president’s 
order to close all the mental institutions with no provision for future care.  
They’re the ones you see at busy intersections singing and stopping traffic with 
their wildly euphoric dance interpretation of Swan Lake. 
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Lately “the population” - as homeless people are called by government 
types - has been inundated with ‘unemployed WAY too long’ folk who sleep in 
their cars – or try to.’  It’s difficult to sleep when spotlights in the middle of the 
night held by arrogant cops constantly wake you to a police special shoved in 
your face, not to mention the odor your car develops is horrendous.  I’m one of 
these, though I no longer have a car.  It got impounded when I couldn’t afford to 
keep the registration current. 

Unemployed homeless people don’t dance at all.  Bad recessions (are there 
any other kind?) will do that - take the spirit right out of you.  But the Van people 
don’t care.  They scoop up anyone unlucky enough to be caught up in this god-
awful existence.  Hot chocolate, socks, and kind words like “God loves you 
SOOO much” are handed out – and if you’re lucky, a blanket superior to ones 
offered by the Salvation Army’s scratchy, olive drab things with a course 
sandpaper roughness that itches like hell when pressed up against your skin. 

REALITY 
The real mission of Van people is of course to get us all hooked on Jesus.  

The lure they dangle – free good stuff – can be effective on a freezing rainy day.  
But exposed to the darker side of their obsession – and it is an obsession – one 
comes to realize that religious zeal, no matter how honorable, won’t get you 
housed.  And getting “housed” when you are homeless, is what it’s all about.  
None of these people could pull three grand needed to get me into a place, out of 
their pocket.  George Carlin said it best: “You need a place to put your stuff.”  
Contrary to popular belief we homeless DO have “Stuff” – which we too value 
intensely.  In a world that values “stuff,” its gives evidence that we still have 
value. 

Many in the business of temporarily sheltering the homeless have massive 
ego problems, which is one reason I stay clear of the “in-by-six, out-by-seven” 
crowd.   It’s like they are in it to show off what wonderful people they are with 
their insatiable need to have their ass kissed.  And man do they get angry when 
you reject puckering up.  I don’t do “humble” well.  If I did, I’d be a rich con 
artist.  Thing is, if you can’t accept with grace that on occasion you are bound to 
step in shit and get all smelly when you choose to work in such environments, 
you need to stay out of the outhouse.  

Some homeless do quite well “in the street”.  It’s a myth though that 
homeless people like being homeless.  No one “wants” to live in a cardboard box. 
And alternatives - like one-night stands in shelter bedrooms jam packed full of 
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Army styled bunk-beds spaced a mere 18 inches apart, their metal spring “cots” 
(mattresses draw lice) holding at least one snoring drunk stinking badly from his 
latest alcoholic relapse, aren’t pleasant either.  Especially when a fellow bunk-
mate believes that cutting your throat while you sleep to steal your stuff is a 
perfectly sane thing to do. 

Most homeless want simply a roof over their head.  More important, they 
want to be left the hell alone once they are under it.  Life is strange enough 
without suffering the infirmity of well-meaning bible thumpers claiming to 
know what we are going through. NO WAY do you know what I'm going 
through. Some grinning cop didn’t sneak up on you and rap you hard on your 
chin with a nightstick for catching a snooze on a park bench.  You didn’t traverse 
deserted dangerous streets at three in the morning, limbs stiff from the rain and 
cold, afraid to lie down knowing you wouldn’t be able get back up without help 
– which isn’t there. 

This existence has forced me to grow cold inside. I’ve seen things that 
would normally shake me, but no longer do.  Now, these horrors are just another 
day in the hood as they say.  Still, perhaps because I have a child, I feel 
compassion for runaways.  Some are as young as twelve and thirteen. Girls … 
boys … usually with a Daddy or uncle who raped them every chance he got in 
front of their six year old sibling convinced it would get the younger kid all 
horny.  Even dumb kids run from such monsters - only to end up in the loving 
arms of street-wise child trafficker who first hooks them on drugs and then puts 
them to work giving blow-jobs (or worse) to rich visiting oriental (or otherwise) 
business men.  The streets are full of these kids: "Squatters" government types 
call them because they group together in motel rooms - “Squats” - ten, twelve 
strong to get high. 

Cops know.  Cops know which motel owners make a huge profit renting 
to these sick fucks who slave all humanity out of their wards.  Cops even know 
which rooms these kids assemble in to get high.  But what can they do, even if 
they wanted to do something, when there's no money to properly address the 
issue, or political will to figure out how?  What does it say about a country that 
condones such insanity?  Runaways are left for the Van people to address – and 
anyone able to supply them another fix. You’d think getting anally fucked by 
some perverted fuck who’s paid your pimp to allow him to choke you so he can 
experience his reverse erotic asphyxiation fantasy, is something best reserved for 
grown-ups.  Having your ass reamed AFTER a van person hands you a nice 
warm cup of hot chocolate, doesn’t make the reaming any better.   New wool 
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socks don’t help either.  Neither do cuddly blankets. 

SLEEPING 
This blanket doesn't seem to be cutting it,  But then the gravel I've laid on 

is railroad issued rip-rap stuffed with sharp points and edges,  stuff easily able to 
eat  through most anything I put down to ward off the dampness in the ground.  
Mine is not capable of stopping the sharp points from searching out all the 
vulnerable places on my skin and piercing little holes in me.  Lil’ suckers are 
bound and determined to stick their grittiness into me.  I’ve rolled a bit to try to 
avoid them, but the rolling didn't help much. Still half asleep, I reach round 
behind me to brush them off my back and legs. 

An out-of-place breeze prances lightly across my face, then sneaks 
upward to play with the curls of my black hair.  My curls have remained 
unwashed for six days now. It’s been six days since I was able to sneak a good 
shower at the college pool bathhouse and man, am I getting ripe. I would have 
taken one at St. Francis but they only run their showers Monday and Thursday.   
Rumor has it the college pool back home is closing for the holidays too, so I may 
have to steal me five bucks to use the Y’s.  Yet another failed expedition in search 
of the American dream is coming to a close.  At least this adventure proved 
uneventful.  Still, if it wasn't for all those kisses my daughter keeps planting on 
me every time I go off on one of these jaunts; I think I'd have bit the devil in the 
ass long ago. 

When I crashed six hours ago my clothes were drenched with sweat.  
Since then they have cooled in the chill of the night air and now cling to me all 
clammy and uncomfortable.  If Jesus truly wanted to help me he’d have 
reminded me to pack a dry pair of pants.  Hopefully today will provide better 
omens.  Hope so.  Been away from my "never give daddy a bit of trouble but 
always give him lots of great big hugs" kid for close to three weeks now and my 
Sicilian nurturing nature is beginning to suffer withdrawal. 

Don't usually build fires at night. Learned long ago the hard way a fire in 
a place like this is not a good idea.  Fire attracts unwelcome and sometimes 
dangerous guests.  I’ve reached into my backpack for the pocket watch my 
daughter gave me last Christmas. Popping its top, that friendly little green light 
bounces up at me, showing its hands to be pointed to a little after four.  Still too 
early to engage reality. It'll be a while before my immediate surroundings 
become visible. 

High above me, the path which led to my evening’s bedding makes its 
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journey – a companion to train tracks which head out over the river.  Last night, 
upon entering this little hideaway I spotted what at first looked like a snake 
coiled in the loose dirt waiting to strike. Scared the hell out of me.  Turned out to 
be just an old blanket, somewhat in shreds - an olive drab Army issue which 
blends right in. Damn thing fits this ridiculousness so perfectly. 

Still pretty groggy.  I roll unto my left shoulder in search of a bit more 
comfort.  Almost instantly my senses are assaulted by the pungent odor of old 
piss, rising off a pile of abandoned clothes out near the entrance that now lie in 
front of me. Apparently, quite a few have called this place home before me, and a 
lot of them used it for their bathroom.  Joining its ambiance is my contribution: 
Dirt encrusted, wet-with-sweat socks I’d had on since my last shower. Pealed 
them off and flung them when I laid down. Can’t afford to be attacked by a 
homeless person's most insidious enemy: Athletes feet.  Thank God I’ve still two 
new pairs in my pack from the Van people. 

One can always tell a homeless encampment by the odor, and the piles of 
thrown-out clothing laying around.  Some show strikingly visible paint-stained 
blotches even in the darkness: pants and/or underpants from a previous tenant 
who'd had himself a little too much of the happy juice. Most of us carry spares 
for such occasions – or for when we get a case of the runs from dumpster diving. 

Wonder what the first thing I see, or smell, will be in an hour or so when 
the light finally hits this place.  Discarded smelly thrift shop clothing lying here 
and there?  Old empty wine bottles had been piled up all nice and neat by 
previous tenants of my private outdoor bedroom, over by the bottom of the 
sloped path, which led down here.  Yes, even here amongst sufferers of life’s 
variously inspired obsessions, recycling does exist.  Either that or somebody has 
been saving up for a little nine-mil bottle shoot.  I placed a couple of them 
strategically in the path before I crashed, where any intruder trying to sneak up 
on me would trip and hopefully make noise. 

Sleep for a homeless person comes at a heavy price.  You constantly 
question the purpose of innocuous objects like that old Salvation Army blanket 
or that pile of old clothing which smells so bad laying over by the entrance.  In 
the dark, things like that forecast danger because they could belong to some fool 
about to stumble into my camp and surprise me with a weapon. 

TALONE 
Concrete pillars with a block and stone abutment wall form the foundation 

of the railroad bridge above me.  When I entered, I saw a montage of rage 
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plastered on it: colorful gang murals – from different gangs.  NOT a good sign.  If 
this is some gang crib I could be in serious trouble.  I’ve been huddled up close to 
the wall where ground slopes away in my attempt to trying to catch sleep.  I 
need the advantage of higher ground should I be surprised.  The wall’s pillars 
form a kind of a boundary behind me. In front, several old campfires were 
scattered near the river bed, and their little piles of burnt cinders formed castle 
towers like little soldiers, to man my perimeter.  I ought to be able to spot any 
intruder early on here. 

 
That 'way too damn early in the morning' southbound freight just 

rumbled by.  "Spur-line" my ass – the thing was damn a ground shaking monster 
and it went on and on forever, its tail-wagging maroon caboose seeming never to 
arrive. I’m very tired.  I need to try to get some sleep but further rest is proving 
illusive.  My mind drifts back to the hallowed halls of St. Francis.  A special place 
lies directly below the very pews of where people come on Sunday to celebrate 
the mass. Morning in, morning out, the city's less fortunate assemble on the 
sidewalks adjacent to it, waiting to step onto the cobble stone path leading in a 
gracefully downward spiral toward St. Francis’s basement entrance. 

Some four hundred of society’s rejects will gather there, quietly discussing 
where the best corner to panhandle might be, or whether the mission downtown 
will be handing out motel vouchers this week.  Leaves from surrounding maple 
trees as big and old as the church itself shade them from the sun in the summer. 
In the fall they add a colorful soft carpet to the path as they wait for the door to 
open and volunteers to start dishing out hot food.  Occasionally an intoxicated 
loud mouth might forget where he or she is and get out of hand. 

The situation though rapidly gets rectified internally.  No need to call the 
cops.  After all, everyone profits by keeping it quiet.  For once inside, once 
seated, they will be able to devour the only decent meal most of them will get in 
any given twenty four hour period - a meal prepared in the church’s very own 
industrial kitchen, and served, on real plates, not the flimsy paper things that 
want to convince you you're at some picnic.  Who needs cops to intercede? 

The grounds of St. Francis are immaculate, policed as they are by both 
church volunteers and the hungry folk who stand in line.  St. Francis you see is 
where God lives, and only a fool messes with the almighty’s domain.  Two huge 
old greened pentene French doors greet you at the end of that cobblestone path 
when finally the line begins to move.  Moss hangs on them like store-brought 
icing on a Christmas tree.  They open into St. Francis’s dining room which lies 
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directly below the pews of the church itself where worshipers come on Sunday to 
celebrate the mass:  A “Dining Room,” mind you - not, a “Soup Kitchen.”  There 
is a difference. 

I’d arrived just in time for lunch – and just in time to hear the chorus 
formed from some of the assembled, engaging a hymn to memorialize the 
passing of yet another unknown; unknown to the world perhaps, but not to 
those who call the dining hall of St. Francis their home away from home.  Old 
Mary was her name, and she was a well-liked spicy old woman who defended 
her turf vigorously.  She’d been found earlier, dead as a doornail, by two of her 
friends in an alley two blocks away, by the back door of a bakery where she went 
every morning to collect a hot roll prepared especially for her by the owner 
(small joys like this make life worth living you know). 

Everyone wanted to know if she’d passed away peacefully.  Everyone was 
concerned about what was to happen to her dog Maxi.  We knew the dog would 
have guarded her dead body with growls and bared teeth even as the cops 
arrived.  And cops do so love to shoot dogs, so these friends had gotten between 
the cops and Maxi – a brown skinned mixed Pitt Bull with a bad disposition – 
eventually quieting him, and leading him away.  Yes, of course Maxi, a rather 
strong dog, had made their lives very scary by constantly turning around and 
straining to look back on Old Mary.  The cops proved to be cool though.  Love is 
a strange thing. 

At noon, the big doors to the “Dining Room” swung open.  Volunteers – 
mostly church members in nice store brought cloths - stood behind tables loaded 
with hot food.  One though, was Talone, a huge hairless Samoan wearing a white 
T-shirt with cut off sleeves to broadcast his jail tats (the man had a LOT of jail 
tats).  One got the feeling looking at him (and you only do that when he ain’t 
looking) that at any moment he might allow that PTSD monster inside him to 
escape, and with those huge arms and vice-grip hands, lift you clean up off the 
floor and boldly throw your sorry ass where no white man has been thrown 
before. 

Talone is a regular at St. Francis.  When he’s not working its serving line (he 
claims it allows him to scrounge extra donuts but that’s not really why he does it. 
We all need somewhere to feel safe – even if for only a couple of hours a day), he 
sits amongst an equally savage looking lot huddled together in the back of the 
huge room. I steer clear of those people. Sometimes however, this life forces one 
to unwillingly mingle, and circumstances being what they were, one night I 
found myself unwittingly handed the responsibility to watch his six while he 
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went “earning.”  Forever grateful, he now always throws me the biggest piece of 
meat. 

Figuring tattooed street people like him should know the best places to 
crash, I mentioned I needed suggestions for sleeping locations.  So later, while 
washing down what turned out to be a surprisingly good onion stuffed meatloaf 
and mashed potatoes, he'd hollered across three rows of tables "Yo Mother! 
There’s an old spur line that's rarely used – up near the grange where the railroad meets 
the river.  There’s a bridge you can camp under.”  Then, as if to emphasize its quality, 
he’d quickly added, "Cops won't hassle you there." 

THE DREAM 
Dozed off again. The pungent odor of piss, booze, and dead stuff 

congealing have left my conscious being again – replaced by playful whiffs of 
fresh morning air filtered by a picture perfect High Sierra countryside.  My little 
snooze is providing a wonderful and yearned for present - a bright delightful 
landscape where everything is Crayola colored instead of dark and gray.  In the 
distance, mountains of tall redwoods  crusted in dark bark hide within a forest of 
yet-to-be-dressed future Christmas trees, their pine essence cleaning the 
atmosphere.   A cloudless sky caresses the sharp hues of a mirrored glass-smooth 
lake stretching out before me. 

This dream – serene, surreal - is so needed.  It reaches right into the depth 
of my soul, calming me. How I've yearned for its serenity, its remoteness, its 
peace. Soft warm sand on the beach of this lake plays teasingly with my toes.  
Magnificent trees surround me, allowing me the honor of reaching into their 
thick plush branches.  I become one with all, bathing in nature’s ambiance as it 
covers me in a layer of soft green velvet.  I can smell the perfume of pine, taste 
the crisp mist of early morning dew rising off the lake to wet my lips. 

High above, hypnotically, a fisherman's dry fly scurries back and forth 
across the sky like a ballet dancer, ever so lightly darting here and there across 
my stage.  Little whistling finger snaps are heard as the old bamboo fly pole 
attached like some robotic extension to my arm is driven back and forth.  The 
orange fluorescent dry line twirls high above me in balanced unison, pulsating, 
making slow sensual rhythm sounds whenever the line leaps forward.  One final 
arc, one last desperate attempt at foreplay.  In orgasmic anticipation the lake 
gingerly opens her legs to accept this new arrival. 

I’ve disturbed her cool tranquility, stepping off her shallow bank and into 
her crystal clear water.  Cold, very cold this water is, borne of many gushing 
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snow covered mountain streams.  Liquid ice laps gently against the pair of thin 
rubberized brown fishing waders that cover the lower half of my body.  Calves 
and legs feel the support of the material's semi-stiffness, as the water presses 
against them, the cold climbing upward with each step forward toward 
suspenders hanging off my shoulders to keep up my waders. 

The fisherman’s fly-line leaps forward in one final arc - one last desperate 
attempt at play before beginning its slow path downward.  Tiny icicles sneak 
through the outer layer here and there, chilling selectively the warmth of my 
skin. Usually, my evenings orchestrate more frightening scripts.  One last little 
tweak of the wrist and the bright tiny synthetic insect tied to the end of the 
tapered leader begins its downward flight… but ever so gently, hanging in the 
air before entering the glass smooth surface. 

Then, wings of feathers, touch - first the very lip of the water, then the 
body itself, breaking the mirrored surface in a slowly expanding symmetrical 
ripple. The wave folds in on itself … moves in my direction. I wait. A large 
tenant of the deep is about to come crashing through the surface to grab this 
enticing morsel in a vicious attack.  I wait.  Any moment now the eruption will 
occur.  The small of my back arches in preparation.  I wait.  Patiently, I wait.  

end of part one 
 
 
 
To our readers: The next issue of DREAMSTREETS 

– issue #57 will be published in the Spring of 2018. 
We are moving up our publication frequency to three 
per year. Thus our publication will be more conducive 
to serialization. DREAMSTREETS #57 will publish the 
conclusion to “Camping Out,” as well as some new 
lengthy fiction, which may or not require 
serialization. In addition, those of us who bring you 
DREAMSTREETS are working on some new innovative 
prose projects.  
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Christopher Tucker 
 
 
how my buddy got some of that gootah shit 
 
“so he gets on the train with like, hell 
I don't know, a fuckin assload, right, 
so then he's talkin jive to the little 
schnackity flack sittin to his left, 
you know, and then pom pom pom 
in comes the man, right, 
three of the man and they waste no time –– 
five thousand hits of acid and a broken back fast –– 
but the dude tupacs out, the man blows a cap, 
and then there's coke everywhere, man, 
coke on the floor, the walls, 
snow white and the seven dwarves, baby, 
I'm talkin about one of those winter wonderland 
jaunts where you shake the shit and the snow 
flies all over the place, only it's coke, and 
George Clinton's in the middle of the winter wonderland 
having a new year's eve 2000 ooohm hayeck discotheque 
party with flying angel elvises and hoochie mamas. 
so I'm licking my face, my fingers, I mean, 
I'm like white, baby, you know what I'm saying, 
I'm licking the seat in front of me, right, 
AND I'M FEELING GOOTAH, YOU KNOW? 
and I'm looking around for that drive-through 
take-out bag you know, but all I got is the plastic 
around my cigarettes, so I'm shovin the shit 
in there, right, and they didn't see a damn thing. 
that's how I got that shit, baby. 
I was like Clyde” 
 

 
–– previously published in CAESURA, Number 15, Spring 1995 

University of Delaware 
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Jonathan Bragdon 
 
Giacometti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
I. 
 
The  
Mind 
Reflects 
Upon the 
World   
And sees  
What it  
Itself  
Is not. 
The soul  
Describes 
Itself as air 
So turning 
Round will 
Find itself  
Nowhere.  
The body 
Runs into 
The world 
To find its end, 
Then rises up as if  
A wave and tips to break 
And fall and sink away in 
sand. 
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II 
 
Memory  
Denied  
And 
Future 
Cast away, 
A soul  
That fled  
Today 
Is floating  
Off in space 
Bereft  
Of what 
She visited  
With love. 
She is a 
Remnant  
Of a wish,  
A shape  
Within  
A cloud  
Adrift  
Above  
A world  
That for awhile 
Had seemed as it was felt.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
III 
 
If none 
Were first,  
How did 
The usual  
Come  
To be  
So well  
Dispersed? 
Without  
A reason  
For this fact,  
How can I  
Face my  
Dying act? 
It seemed 
As if a voice  
Had spoken  
And a coin 
Were given, 
But now  
The purse is  
Closed and still  
I hang about and wait 
With hands stretched out. 
 
 



William D. White:  
Artistic Truth and the Great Depression 
By Nancy Carol Willis 

William D. White came of age, artistically speaking, around 1920 following two years of study 

at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia (1914-1917) and a six-month tour of 

service with the Engineer Corps at the end of World War I. He was likely introduced as an 

illustrator to the Hercules Powder Company in Wilmington, Delaware around 1922 by 

Brandywine School of Art illustrator, Gayle Porter Hoskins, with whom White briefly studied. 

From 1922 through 1929, White created roughly 200 illustrations for the Hercules Mixer and The 

Explosives Engineer magazines. More importantly, roughly half of these images were lucrative 

oil painting commissions.  

With the onset of the Great Depression in 1930, Hercules ceased commissioning oil paintings in 

favor of less expensive pencil and ink drawings, two-color covers, and duotones. By 1933, 

roughly one-third of the non-farming workforce was unemployed, and many more, including 

William D. White, were underemployed. Newly-elected president, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 

launched his New Deal, a plan to shore up the banking industry, stimulate the economy, and 

put people to work. One program, the Civil Works Administration (CWA), not only funded 

construction projects such as roads, bridges, schools, and hospitals, but also allocated some of 

its dollars for art.  

The idea for a federal arts program came from George Biddle, a former classmate of Roosevelt 

who had studied painting with Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera. He suggested employing 

muralists to decorate the 

newly constructed federal 

buildings. In December of 

1933 lawyer and painter, 

Edward Bruce, was hired to 

lead the Public Works of Art 

Program (PWAP). In a press 

release dated December 11, 

1933, Bruce stated that 

approval of the PWAP “has 

recognized that the artist, like 

the laborer, capitalist, and 

office worker, eats, drinks, has 

a family, and pays rent, thus 

contradicting the old 

superstition that the painter 

and sculptor live in attics and 

exist on inspiration.  ”

Children in the Tree, 1934, 34x30, oil on canvas 
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On January 5, 1934 William D. White was chosen as one of five Delaware artists hired under the 

Public Works of Art Project for a weekly salary of $42.50. White completed mural projects for 

the Delaware State Hospital and the Harlan School in Wilmington. He created various drawings 

and easel paintings, including the masterfully-rendered and charming visual narrative, Children 

in the Tree, which the PWAP placed on permanent loan with the Wilmington Society of Fine 

Arts (now the Delaware Art Museum). This painting is currently on display in the Middleton 

Study of historic state-owned Buena Vista.  

William D. White also created three paintings of Civil Works Administration laborers 

constructing the Wilmington Water Works building. The paintings appear quickly executed 

with thinly-applied paint and loose brush strokes – as if White painted them on location in the 

snow. One painting was sent to Washington D.C., and the other two were hung in the Water 

Works building upon its completion in 1935. These latter two paintings were re-discovered in 

2016 and are depicted below. The paintings may have been planned as a triptych, as the horizon 

line continues from one painting to the next, and only the painting on the right is signed.  

The Public Works of Art Project lasted a mere six months, but in that time 3,671 artists 

nationwide produced roughly 15,000 works of art. The program was replaced by several others 

which ran concurrently. Well-known Delaware artists including Edward L. Loper, Walter Pyle 

Jr., and Edward L. Grant, were employed under the Federal Arts Project (FAP). From 1937 to 

1941 William D. White worked 4,590 hours and earned $8,200 on various projects for FAP. 

Although no record was kept of specific projects completed, one newspaper article cites White’s 

paintings and drawings of Wilmington’s east side as good examples of the artist relating his art 

to community life.  

White also submitted mural designs for the Section of Fine Arts Forty-eight States Competition 

to decorate one post office in each of the 48 states plus 16 bonus murals. The Section received 

Two of three 1934 PWAP paintings depicting Civil Works Administration laborers. 
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Summer, 1936, 8 x 9 feet, (old) Dover Post Office 

1,475 entries for 64 commissions. Although William D. White did not win one of these 

commissions, he was selected based on the strength of his designs to decorate the new Dover 

Post Office through the Treasury Relief Art Project (TRAP). White was the only Delaware 

master artist to receive a TRAP commission.  

William D. White’s 1936 five-panel post office 

mural titled, Harvest, Spring, and Summer, 

depicts the farming of vegetable crops in 

central Delaware. Harvest (pictured above), 

measures nine feet high by 13 feet wide. The 

mural, Spring, was destroyed in a renovation 

project in 1967.  

These murals embody the subjects and 

themes of American Scene painting as 

defined by the New Deal art programs. 

Artists were encouraged to create realistic 

paintings that depicted the industry, 

commerce, agriculture, history, and 

recreational events of the artists’ native land. 

Artworks were to be optimistic and apolitical, 

creating a distinctly different style from 

European modernist art.  

William D. White portrayed the farmers as 

statuesque, Paul Bunyan-type figures, with 

oversized hands that work the earth to put 

Harvest, 1936, oil on canvas applied to wall, Dover Post Office, now owned by Wesley United Methodist 

Church
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food on the table. His visual wit is also evident as a straight-faced farmer dumps a basket of 

potatoes over the postmaster’s door. White considered the murals to be his best work to date. 

It’s difficult to measure the impact of the New Deal art programs on the average American 

family. In 1930 only 40% of American homes had telephones and fewer than 50% of households 

owned a car. Very few people had access to art museums located in large cities. Nationally 

acclaimed artists such as Thomas Hart Benton, Grant Wood, and John Steuart Curry, along with 

the best regional artists like William D. White, were hired to decorate statehouses, court 

buildings, and post offices, thus bringing quality artwork to families across America. American 

Scene painting stands today as the closest the United States has ever come to imposing an 

official artistic style.  

 William D. White’s Unique Artistic Voice
In response to the economic uncertainty of the Great Depression era, a faction of artists called 

Social Realists arose. Artists including Reginald Marsh and Diego Rivera sought to focus 

attention on social problems through their paintings and murals. William D. White had more to 

say about poverty, unemployment, and class discrimination than can be gleaned from his idyllic 

farming murals or a painting of children playing in an apple tree. In the 1930s he began creating 

satirical pencil and ink cartoons. In contrast to the often drab, sad images of the Social Realists, 

White employed exaggeration and humor to mock society’s inability to relieve suffering.  

News of the Day, c1935 pencil & ink on paper, 11x8.5 
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Consistent themes and imagery characterized White’s brand of social satire. He depicted 

apocalyptic scenes devoid of background context, where all of the symbols of society – homes, 

government buildings, churches, and schools – lay in ruin. He focuses our attention on the 

absurd plight of his characters. Consider News of the Day, for example. White draws a skeletal 

figure dressed in rags and leaning on a cracked cane. His body is bent into a gale force wind 

and his head is shrouded by a newspaper. The figure presses forward toward what, exactly, 

while the newspaper headlines shout “warnings, lies, murder, slaughter, fear, greed, air raid, 

ship chase, dead, ruin, and nuts.”  

Other drawings show figures bound with ropes, unable to move from their current places or 

circumstances. In You Bit Me, White may be commenting on President Roosevelt’s famous 

fireside chat, where he promised that “in a land of vast resources no one should be permitted to 

starve.” Meanwhile, millions of people nationwide relied upon soup kitchens sponsored by 

charitable organizations. In an overtly political cartoon titled 1776, two tightly-bound characters 

parody Archibald M. Willard’s patriotic Yankee Doodle 1776, where fife and drum players lead 

1776, c1935, pencil and ink on paper Tryst, c1935, pencil and ink on paper 

You Bit Me, c1935, pencil and ink on paper By the Aggies, c1935, pencil and ink on paper 
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the charge for independence from tyranny. These images seem to echo the nation’s fear 

surrounding an inevitable second world war.  

William D. White also spoke about the human condition, both individually and relationally. 

These images embraced an irony that despite the unprecedented expenditures of the New Deal 

programs, prospects for prosperity remained dim. To underscore this sense of futility, White 

rendered a brutish figure grasping the beard of a shoeless man, a gesture clarified by the title, 

By the Aggies. In Tryst a demure temptress lures a bony, apathetic man to her lair.  

In September of 1940 the Wilmington Society of Fine Arts sponsored an exhibition titled, 

“Murals, Paintings, Drawings: Delaware WPA Art Project.” The exhibit was held in the recently 

opened Art Center on Bancroft Parkway (now the Delaware Art Museum). Eleven of William D. 

White’s satirical cartoons were displayed in this fitting conclusion to the Federal Arts Project in 

Delaware. He even sold a few of these drawings to the Hercules Powder Company, as in the 

1944 example, These are the Time Wasters.  

William D White continued drawing his cartoon 

figures for the rest of his life. Soon after the 1940 

WPA art exhibition, White’s mother died and his 

large family home in the Penny Hill area of north 

Wilmington burned to the ground. White built a 

primitive, one-room structure on the site out of 

wood and stucco. He didn’t bother wiring for 

electricity. In effect, White became one of his own 

cartoon figures, often depicting himself as a 

rogue in May I Come In? (below left) or a clown, 

(below right) dancing with a child. 
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Genesis and Harbinger 
Steven Leech 

The era of the late 1930s, nurtured by the various Roosevelt New Deal programs 
like the Artists’, Writers’, Theatre and Music Projects under the auspices of the 
Works Progress Administration (WPA), brought together cultural workers much 
as had the counter-culture of the late 1960s. The Wilmington, Delaware vicinity 
was no exception in both cases. Artists like Edward Loper and William D. White 
were products of that late 1930s cultural phenomenon, and there were others. 

Those various cultural projects were a socializing factor that constituted a 
kind of movement in the arts. Locally, my father, Steven J. Leech, Sr., was part of 
the local scene because he participated in the Delaware Federal Writers’ Project 
(FWP), and there was a certain amount of cross-fertilization among participants. 
Among those with whom my father interacted and became friends, whether 
directly involved with the projects or closely associated with them, were William 
D. White, Edward Grant, Bayard Berndt, and Norman Browning whose father, 
Guy K. Browning, was an administrator with the Writers’ Project. Another 
participant in the Writers’ Project was Kenneth Horner, who was later 
instrumental in founding The Wilmington Suburban News, a weekly newspaper 
founded in 1939 to serve the suburbs directly surrounding the city of 
Wilmington. It is my understanding that my father worked for The Wilmington 
Suburban News for a time setting type. While there may have been others, the 
above became my father’s lasting friends for many years after the Projects ended 
with the onset of World War II. 

Because my father also had an interest in the visual arts, he became 
associated with what is now The Delaware Art Museum, which had been a 
relatively new facility at its current location on Kentmere Parkway. It was there 
that he took art classes (pictured below, next page) and met my mother, Marjorie 
Gasser, who had also been taking art classes and may have worked as a model. 
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Sometime in late 1940 or early 1941 my parents began their relationship. Around 
the same time my father wrote and submitted the below short article to the local 
FWP on October 22, 1940:  

 
DELAWARE STATE PORTRAIT COMMISSION 

Steven J. Leech, Sr. 
 
 The Delaware State Portrait Commission, created by an act of the General 
Assembly on March 26, 1913, is a body whose function is to obtain for various 
State Buildings in Dover portraits of famous Delawareans. The portraits are 
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obtained without cost to the State through public-minded citizens whose 
generosity has placed upon the walls of the State Buildings portraits of Signers of 
the Declaration of Independence from Delaware, United States Senators, 
Congressmen, Judges of the Courts, Cabinet Officers, Naval and Army Officers 
from Delaware who have gained fame, and Colonial and United States officials. 
Most of the painting are in oil, although several are pastels and some are crayons. 
 Artists represented include C. W. Schreyler, Thomas Sully, Ethel 
Penniwell Brown Leach, J. Paul Brown, S. J. Ferris J. D. Chalfant, Paul Hallwig, 
Chereton Y. Pyle, Augustus G. Heaton, Laussat R. Rogers, and several others. 
 Other works acquired by the Commission include three Historical 
Paintings obtained by special acts of the General Assembly and placed on the 
walls of the State Capitol. The paintings are entitled: “The Troops Leaving the 
Dover Green,” “The Crusader,” depicting a World War scene, and “The First 
Day of Peace,” representing the surrender of Lee’s Army in 1865. These paintings 
are by Stanley M. Arthurs, a native Delawarean and a student of Howard Pyle. 
 The Commission itself is composed of three members, the Governor, 
acting ex-officio, and two members who hold office during the pleasure of the 
Governor. Members of the first Commission named by the General Assembly 
were Charles R. Miller, Governor of that time, Dr. George W. Marshall of 
Milford, and Chauncey P. Holcomb of New Castle. Henry C. Conrad at one time 
was a member of the Commission. 
 Members of the present Commission are: Governor Richard C. McMullen, 
Christopher Ward, Wilmington, and Mrs. Mabel L. Ridgely of Dover. The 
members serve without compensation. 
 An annual appropriation of five hundred dollars is made to the 
Commission to be used for the general purpose entailed in carrying out its 
purpose. 

 
•  •  • 

The Second World War broke out for the United States in the following 
December 1941. War clouds had been looming throughout the previous two 
years both in Europe and Asia. However, life went on in Wilmington and in the 
rest of the country, which included the Arts Projects. After the attack by the 
Japanese Imperial Navy on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, much of the 
energy and resources expended for the Arts got absorbed by the mounting war 
effort. 
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 Not long after the attack on Pearl Harbor,	my mother and father, who 
were still only friends, decided to take a trip to New York City for the Easter 
weekend. Easter in 1942 fell on April 5th. The Easter Parade on 5th Avenue was a 
big event, and one of the Russian ballet companies was in town. My mother and 
father stayed overnight at The New Yorker Hotel at 481 8th Avenue. At the time 
The New Yorker had an illustrious permanent resident. His name was Nicola 
Tesla. It was there that I was conceived. 
 When my parents arrived home from New York City, my father had 
found he’d been drafted. By April 16th he reported to Camp Dix, now Fort Dix, in 
New Jersey. A very short time later he was ordered to Fort McClellan in 
Alabama. 	 
 

 
 
 
The following is a very recently discovered letter my father wrote to his father, 
George Leech, and his sister, my Aunt Madaliene from Fort McClellan on May 6, 
1942: 
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Little did my father know that my mother was on a train heading to Fort 
McClellan to tell him the news that I was on the way. To make a long story short, 
my parents were married on the 4th of July 1942, while he was on a short leave, at 
the Grace Methodist Church in Wilmington. They’d tied the knot there because it 
was the only place they could find a minister on a holiday. Shortly after, my 
father was shipped overseas, first to Australia, then to New Guinea, and 
ultimately to the invasion of the Philippines at Leyte Gulf in October 1944.  

I was born on January 11, 1943, just four day after Nicola Tesla died at The 
New Yorker Hotel. 

Some claim that Nicola Tesla, 
along with Einstein and John Von 
Neumann embodird new, and still secret, 
technologies that led to the feasibility of 
nuclear warfare and space travel, and 
contributed to shape the nature of the 
post war era. In a growing Cold War era, 
there was no longer any significant arts 
funding. Literary art got pushed back to 
the margins, to be created within small 

circles of associations. That William D. White was forced to live in poverty in a 
hovel without electricity is, perhaps, indicative of the stagnate state of the arts in 
the decades following the end of World War II. Others, like my father and 
mother, faced tough times that sapped any notion of artistic endeavors. Until the 
late 1960s, and the heyday of the counter-culture, the 1950s embodied merely the 
genesis of a renewal of the arts we now experience. Dreamstreets has played its 
small part.  

 –– Steven J. Leech, Sr 



More good reading from those who bring you DREAMSTREETS 

Readily Available from Amazon

 





           additional chapters
            more illustrations

For those curious about the history and 
legacy of literary art from Delaware, 
here‛s the only comprehensive story. 
Get it from Amazon ––




